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SUMMARY 

This report provides the results of our operational audit of the Florida Workers’ Compensation Joint 

Underwriting Association, Inc. (FWCJUA).  Our audit disclosed the following: 

Finding No. 1:  Our contracted actuary’s review of the FWCJUA’s reserves reported as of December 31, 

2003, and the rates established in its July 7, 2004, rate filing, concluded that the FWCJUA’s actuary 

determined the best estimate of required reserves using an undocumented and unquantified approach, 

and established a range of reasonableness that produced an upper bound that is too high in relation to 

the best estimate of required reserves.  In addition, the FWCJUA Board exercised additional 

conservatism by reporting reserves that were $8.4 million higher than the FWCJUA actuary’s best 

estimate of required reserves. 

Our contracted actuary recommended that the FWCJUA consider using a quantifiable approach to 

determine required reserves, and using such an approach concluded that: required reserves should be 

significantly less than the FWCJUA actuary’s best estimate of required reserves; the FWCJUA could 

have established a lower rate for Tier Three policies; and the rates mandated by Chapter 2004-266, Laws 

of Florida, for Tiers One and Two are too low. 

Finding No. 2:  Certain provisions of Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, regarding the administration of 

a $15 million contingency reserve for funding subplan D cash deficits, need clarification. 

Finding No. 3: The FWCJUA did not, of record, demonstrate that its “controllable costs,” or 

compensation paid to its policy administration service provider, were reasonable.  Through legislative 

action, it may be possible to reduce the FWCJUA’s costs by making the FWCJUA exempt from Federal 

taxation.  In addition, the FWCJUA has not recently provided for a cost/benefit analysis to determine 

whether its essential functions are better handled by FWCJUA staff or by independent contractors.   

Finding No. 4:  The FWCJUA’s basis for awarding at-risk compensation to executive staff was not clear 

because the FWCJUA had not established specific performance evaluation rating factors for each staff 

member.  Also, the basis for the allocation of a special project bonus paid to executive staff was not 

documented.  

Finding No. 5:  The FWCJUA has not subjected most of its contractual services to a competitive 

selection process since 1995.  In addition, the FWCJUA had no written agreement with its contracted 

General Counsel; had an insufficiently detailed written agreement with its independent auditors; made 

payments to the General Counsel and independent auditors that were not supported by sufficiently 

detailed invoices; and did not properly bill the contracted service provider for its share of audit costs. 

Finding No. 6:  The FWCJUA generally did not, of record, monitor the contracted service provider’s 

performance regarding producer commission payments, payroll audits, loss control surveys, or the 

handling of delinquent accounts.   

Finding No. 7:  The FWCJUA did not verify producer commissions calculated and paid by its contracted 

service provider. 

Finding No. 8:  The contracted service provider did not always perform required preliminary payroll 

audits, or perform final and cancellation payroll audits within the time frame specified in the FWCJUA’s 

Operations Manual. 
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Finding No. 9:  The contracted service provider did not always perform required loss control surveys, or 

perform on-site surveys, contrary to the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual.  Also, the Operations Manual 

does not address requirements for surveys of policyholders with multiple locations. 

Finding No. 10:  The FWCJUA’s percentage of uncollected written premiums appears to be high, which 

may be at least partially due to untimely cancellation and final audits or to an insufficiently aggressive 

collection policy.  Additionally, the contracted service provider did not always place delinquent accounts 

with the designated collection agency within the time frame specified in the FWCJUA’s Operations 

Manual. 

Finding No. 11:  The FWCJUA has generally not measured the effectiveness of its depopulation methods 

to ensure it is accomplishing the intent of Section 627.311(5)(c)4., Florida Statutes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This audit was conducted by Marilyn D. Rosetti, CPA, and supervised by Ted J. Sauerbeck, CPA.  Please 
address inquiries regarding this report to James M. Dwyer, CPA, Audit Manager, via E-mail at 
jimdwyer@aud.state.fl.us or by telephone at (850) 487-9031. 

This report, as well as other audit reports prepared by the Auditor General, can be obtained on our Web site 
at http://www.state.fl.us/audgen; by telephone at (850) 487-9024; or by mail at G74 Claude Pepper Building, 
111 West Madison Street, Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1450. 

https://flauditor.gov/
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BACKGROUND 

The Florida Workers’ Compensation Joint Underwriting Association, Inc. (FWCJUA), a nonprofit entity, was 
created pursuant to Section 627.311(5), Florida Statutes, to provide workers’ compensation and employer’s 
liability insurance to applicants who are required by law to maintain workers’ compensation and employer’s 
liability insurance and who are in good faith entitled to, but who are unable to purchase, such insurance through 
the voluntary market.  Pursuant to Section 627.311(5), Florida Statutes, the FWCJUA is governed by a 9-member 
Board of Governors (Board), whose powers and duties are prescribed in Section 627.311(5)(c), Florida Statutes. 

Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, directed the Auditor General to perform an operational audit of the 
FWCJUA.  This law required the Auditor General, as part of the audit, to engage an independent consulting 
actuary who is a member of the American Academy of Actuaries or the Casualty Actuarial Society to evaluate the 
FWCJUA’s rates and reserves. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Finding No. 1: Rates and Reserves 

Prior to the 2003 legislative session, the FWCJUA, pursuant to Section 627.311(4)(c)22., Florida Statutes, 
classified its policyholders into three categories referred to as subplans A, B, and C.  Subsequently, the Legislature 
enacted Chapter 2003-412, Laws of Florida, which contained comprehensive changes to workers’ compensation 
laws, including changes to address affordability and availability of workers’ compensation coverage for small 
employers and nonprofit organizations.  Specifically, Section 627.311(4)(c)22., Florida Statutes, was amended to 
create a new classification of policyholders referred to as subplan D.  Although Section 627.311(4)(d)1., Florida 
Statutes (2003), required the FWCJUA to establish actuarially sound rates for its plans, Section 627.311(4)(c)22.d., 
Florida Statutes (2003), established limitations on surcharges for subplan D policyholders. 

The FWCJUA, in its 2003 annual statement, reported a combined deficit of $4.5 million as of December 31, 2003, 
for all its subplans.  The FWCJUA reported a $5.3 million surplus for subplans A, B, and C, and a deficit of $9.8 
million for subplan D.  According to a letter dated February 27, 2004, from the FWCJUA’s Executive Director to 
the Office of Insurance Regulation1, the $9.8 million subplan D deficit was the result of Chapter 2003-412, Laws 
of Florida, creating a subplan with rates that are not actuarially sound.  The letter further stated that if no 
legislative action was taken, the FWCJUA staff estimated the subplan D deficit would grow to more than $36 
million as of December 31, 2004.  The FWCJUA reported a subplan D deficit of approximately $21 million in its 
June 30, 2004, quarterly report. 

The Legislature enacted Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, which, effective July 1, 2004, replaced the four-
subplan system with a three-tier system intended to better define risk for employers and to provide for a premium 
better associated with risk, and created a contingency reserve to help fund subplan D deficits (see further 
discussion in Finding No. 2).  

The FWCJUA, as of December 31, 2003, reported total reserves (net of reinsurance) of $41.42 million as follows: 

                                                      
1 The Office of Insurance Regulation is under the Financial Services Commission within the Florida Department of Financial Services. 
2 Total reported reserves of $55.2 million less $13.8 million contra-liability reported in accordance with statutory insurance accounting practices to 
show effect of transfer of responsibility to a reinsurance company for claims related to accidents incurred prior to January 1, 2000. 
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Reserve Component Amount 
(In Millions)

FWCJUA actuary’s best estimate (excluding 
unallocated loss adjustment expense reserve 
and premium deficiency reserve) 

$25.1 

FWCJUA actuary’s calculated unallocated loss 
adjustment expense reserve 

4.2 

FWCJUA actuary’s calculated premium 
deficiency reserve for subplan D 

3.7 

Required Reserves per FWCJUA’s Actuary $33 

FWCJUA’s additional estimated reserves 8.4 

Total Reserves Reported by FWCJUA $41.4 

 

Pursuant to Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, the scope of our audit included an analysis of the adequacy and 
appropriateness of the rates and reserves of the FWCJUA.  Accordingly, we contracted with an actuarial firm 
(referred to in this report as our contracted actuary) to review the FWCJUA’s reserves and subplan D deficit 
reported as of December 31, 2003, on the FWCJUA’s 2003 annual statement, and the rates implemented by the 
FWCJUA as indicated in its July 7, 2004, rate filing.  

The results of our contracted actuary’s review are included in a report dated November 22, 2004 (Report).  In the 
Report, our contracted actuary concluded that the above-noted legislation enacted during the 2003 and 2004 
legislative sessions, which mandated specific rates or rate surcharges for particular subplans or tiers, reduced the 
FWCJUA’s ability to withstand periods of rate inadequacy and, as such, required more conservative judgment on 
the part of FWCJUA’s management in determining rates and reserves.  According to the Report, the FWCJUA’s 
actuary used a conservative approach in arriving at its best estimate of required reserves, and the FWCJUA Board 
exercised additional conservatism by reporting a reserve amount that was $8.4 million higher than the FWCJUA 
actuary’s best estimate of required reserves.  

The FWCJUA actuary’s approach for determining the best estimate of required reserves was reportedly in 
accordance with Standards of Practice issued by the Actuarial Standards Board.  Actuarial Standard of Practice 
No. 9, Documentation and Disclosure in Property and Casualty Insurance Ratemaking, Loss Reserving, and 
Valuations, promulgated by the Actuarial Standards Board, requires, in paragraph 5.2, documentation of an 
actuarial work product sufficient for another actuary practicing in the same field to evaluate the work.  Standard 
of Practice No. 9 further states that the documentation should describe clearly the material assumptions and 
methods. 

In the Report, our contracted actuary indicates that the FWCJUA actuary’s method does not document the dollar 
effect of various conservative judgments.  For example, the FWCJUA actuary’s approach involved hundreds of 
judgmentally selected estimated amounts for various factors and ultimate losses, many of which were selected 
after viewing the results of calculations made using one or more alternate methods.  In these instances, the 
FWCJUA’s actuary, rather than selecting an amount calculated using one of the alternate methods, judgmentally 
selected an amount, reportedly after considering, in addition to the results of the calculations, various other 
relevant factors.  However, the Report indicates that the FWCJUA’s actuary’s report on reserves did not discuss 
the basis for these judgments (e.g., what relevant factors were considered, and weights assigned to such factors), 
and did not maintain within its internal work papers documentation of the judgments made or the basis of the 
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judgments.  The Report further states that based on responses to written questions submitted by our contracted 
actuary, and on discussions with the FWCJUA’s actuary, it was not apparent that the FWCJUA’s actuary fully 
complied with Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 9.  

Our contracted actuary recommends using a quantifiable approach, such as a probability of outcomes or 
confidence level approach, rather than introducing conservatism through many judgments as done by the 
FWCJUA’s actuary.  For example, using such an approach that provided for a 90 percent confidence level, the 
calculated amount of reserves would be the amount expected to be sufficient 90 percent of the time. 

Our contracted actuary concluded that required reserves should be significantly less than the FWCJUA actuary’s 
$33 million best estimate of required reserves as of December 31, 2003, as follows: 

 Depending on the variability of the FWCJUA’s reserves and the confidence level, required reserves 
(excluding an unallocated loss adjustment expense reserve and a subplan D premium deficiency reserve) 
should be from $400,000 to $10.3 million less than the $25.1 million determined by the FWCJUA’s 
actuary. 

 The FWCJUA contracts with a policy administration service provider to provide “cradle to grave” claims 
handling service (see Finding No. 3).  Pursuant to its written agreement with the FWCJUA, the service 
provider’s service obligations, with respect to policies written during the term of the agreement, continue 
beyond the termination of the agreement, and the service provider is required to provide for a $10.3 
million performance bond that indemnifies the FWCJUA with respect to such service obligations.  
Further, we were advised that the service provider reports on its financial statements a liability 
recognizing the long-term nature of its claims servicing liability.  Based on consultation with the Office of 
Insurance Regulation (OIR), it appears that the FWCJUA, pursuant to statutory insurance accounting 
practices, may have been required to report a $4.2 million liability regarding unallocated loss adjustment 
expense (ULAE) because the service provider agreement does not constitute a “contract of insurance or 
reinsurance.”  However, OIR indicated that it may be possible for the FWCJUA to revise its agreement 
with the service provider to create a “true insurance-based transfer of liabilities,” in which case the 
FWCJUA would not be required to report the ULAE liability.  Our contracted actuary believes that it is 
reasonable to expect that the FWCJUA’s service provider will meet its obligation to provide required 
claims administration services for claims that occurred prior to December 31, 2003 (services for which 
the service provider has been pre-paid by the FWCJUA), regardless of the future status of the FWCJUA.  
Therefore, although the FWCJUA may be required to report the ULAE, it is very unlikely that the 
FWCJUA will ever need to use the ULAE reserve.  As such, there is no apparent reason to consider the 
ULAE reserve in determining the FWCJUA’s cash needs for funding subplan D deficits (see Finding No. 
2).  

 Statutory insurance accounting practices require that an insurer report a liability called a “premium 
deficiency reserve” with respect to premium received and not earned if the premium to be earned in the 
future is believed to be insufficient to pay related losses and certain expenses.  Our contracted actuary 
believes that it is not probable that subplan D losses and certain expenses will exceed premium to be 
earned in the future and, as such, there was no need for the FWCJUA to report the $3.7 million premium 
deficiency reserve.  

The Report also indicates that the FWCJUA actuary’s method of establishing a range of reasonableness produced 
an upper bound that is too high in relation to its best estimate of required reserves.  This was because the 
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FWCJUA’s actuary established the range without eliminating from the best estimate reserves relating to accidents 
occurring prior to January 1, 2000, even though a reinsurance company had assumed virtually all future 
responsibility for payments related to such accidents. 

Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, requires the FWCJUA to establish an actuarially sound rate for Tier Three 
policies.  As indicated in its July 7, 2004, rate filing, the FWCJUA implemented a rate that was 170 percent above 
the voluntary market rate for Tier Three policies.  Under the approach recommended by our contracted actuary, 
the rate implemented by the FWCJUA for Tier Three policies should be 127 percent above the voluntary market 
rate (which would decrease FWCJUA premium collected on Tier Three policies).  The difference between the 
Tier Three rates calculated by the FWCJUA’s actuary and our contracted actuary was the result of the differing 
approaches used to determine required reserves and the following: 

 Our contracted actuary used a loss ratio relativity of 1 for Tier Three as compared to the FWCJUA’s 
overall loss ratio, whereas the FWCJUA’s actuary judgmentally selected a loss ratio relativity of 1.15.  
Using data that the National Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc., provided to the FWCJUA’s 
actuary (for use in calculation of the impact of current surcharges by tier), our contracted actuary 
performed certain analysis of such available data and, based on such analysis, concluded that a loss ratio 
relativity of 1 would be appropriate, and found no valid basis for the FWCJUA actuary’s judgmental 
selection of a loss ratio relativity of 1.15.  

 The FWCJUA’s actuary discounted losses in its rate level analysis using a 1.5 percent interest rate, and an 
assumed 14 year payment pattern, to arrive at a 95 percent discount factor to apply to nominal losses.  
Our contracted actuary concluded that it was not appropriate to assume the same interest rate for the 
entire payment pattern and, therefore, used interest rates ranging from 1.75 to 4.2 percent depending on 
the expected timing of payments (i.e., used lower interest rates for payments expected to be made soon 
and higher interest rates for payments expected to be made years from now).  As a result, using the 
payment pattern derived directly from the paid loss development factors used to determine ultimate 
losses, our contracted actuary arrived at a 91.2 percent discount factor. 

Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, mandates that for Tiers One and Two, rates be set at 25 and 50 percent 
above the voluntary market rates, respectively.  Under the approach recommended by our contracted actuary, 
based on data as of December 31, 2003, the rates mandated by Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, for Tiers One 
and Two should be 71 and 66 percent above the voluntary market, respectively (which would increase FWCJUA 
premium collected on Tier One and Two policies).  Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, provides that when the 
FWCJUA determines that there is sufficient experience to establish actuarially sound rates for Tiers One and 
Two, the FWCJUA shall adjust rates, if necessary, to produce actuarially sound rates, provided such rate 
adjustment shall not take effect prior to January 1, 2007.  However, our contracted actuary recommends 
consideration of actuarially sound rates for Tiers One and Two at the earliest possible date.  
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Recommendation: The FWCJUA should reevaluate its reported reserves and established rates 
giving consideration to our contracted actuary’s findings and recommendations, and ensure that the 
FWCJUA’s actuary, regardless of the approach used to determine required reserves, document all 
judgments.  The FWCJUA should also consider revising its agreement with the service provider to create 
a contract of insurance or reinsurance as suggested by the Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR) so that 
it would clearly not be required to report an ULAE liability.  In addition, the OIR should consider 
providing guidelines regarding the use of a quantifiable approach for introducing conservatism in 
estimating loss and loss expense reserves.  Further, the Legislature should consider enacting legislation 
that expedites the requirement for Tiers One and Two rates to be determined on an actuarially sound 
basis. 

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

General Discussion 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, stated that the FWCJUA believes that 
the Auditor General’s report should clearly and accurately state the findings of our contracted actuary instead of the Auditor General’s 
interpretation of the contracted actuary’s statements, and that the Auditor General’s findings and conclusions should be clearly 
distinguished from those of the contracted actuary.  The findings and conclusions in this report are ours, and were reached based, in 
part, on our contracted actuary’s report.  Where appropriate, we have clearly referenced our contracted actuary’s report. 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, have, in several instances, indicated that 
our findings and conclusions are inaccurate.  We believe our findings and conclusions to be accurate for the reasons discussed in the 
finding.  In addition, we found certain statements included in the Board Chairman and Executive Director’s response that require 
further clarification.  For example: 

 The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, indicated that the Auditor 
General’s contracted actuary does not conclude in its report that the FWCJUA’s rates and reserves are inappropriate or 
unreasonable.  On the contrary, our contracted actuary, in its cover letter to its report, stated “As you will see upon reading 
the report, our estimates of required reserves, of Sub-plan D deficit, and of required rate surcharges, differ significantly from 
the judgments of the management of the Florida Workers Compensation Joint Underwriting Association (FWCJUA).”  
Detailed discussion supporting the basis for this statement is included throughout our contracted actuary’s report. 

 The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in several instances in their response to this finding, refer to the 
“Auditor General’s recommended approach.”  We have not recommended any approach.  Rather, we recommended that the 
FWCJUA reevaluate its reported reserves and established rates giving consideration to our contracted actuary’s findings and 
recommendations.  Apparently, the FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director concur with this recommendation 
as their response stated that the FWCJUA “has asked its Rates & Forms Committee to consider the Auditor General’s 
contracted actuary’s findings and recommendations along with the FWCJUA independent actuary’s discussion and 
conclusions regarding such and to make appropriate recommendations to the Board.” 

 The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, state that our “contracted 
actuary’s approach also disregards the requirements of the FWCJUA to comply with statutory accounting principles related 
to the posting of ULAE reserves and premium deficiency reserves.”  They also stated that our “contracted actuary doesn’t 
agree that the FWCJUA is required to book a ULAE reserve.”  On the contrary, our contracted actuary did not conclude 
that the FWCJUA was not required to report a ULAE reserve.  Our audit report acknowledges that the FWCJUA may 
be required to report a ULAE reserve in accordance with statutory insurance accounting practices; however, the point of our 
finding is that it should not be used to justify State funding (see discussion in Finding No. 2) as it is very unlikely that the 
FWCJUA will actually have to use this reserve. 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, also stated that “the Auditor General’s 
contracted actuary does not conclude that the FWCJUA’s actuary (1) determined the best estimate of required reserves using an 
undocumented and unquantified approach or (2) established a range of reasonableness that produced an upper bound that is too high 
in relation to the best estimate of required reserves.”  Their response, based primarily on input from the FWCJUA’s actuary, responds 
to the following four points: 

 Undocumented approach 
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 Unquantified approach and recommended quantified approach 

 Upper bound too high 

 Lower rate for Tier 3 policies 

As discussed in detail below, in which we address the above points, we believe that our contracted actuary did conclude that the 
FWCJUA’s actuary determined the best estimate of required reserves using an undocumented and unquantified approach and 
established a range of reasonableness that produced an upper bound that is too high in relation to the best estimate of required reserves.  

Undocumented approach 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director asserted that the FWCJUA approach was fully documented, and stated 
that “Each assumption and judgment was clearly identified and labeled, showing relevant historical results, and the value the 
FWCJUA’s actuary selected.”  They further stated that our contracted actuary was “able to fully understand the calculations from the 
FWCJUA’s actuary report” and “was not only able to evaluate the work, but to fully reproduce it.”  However, these assertions 
contradict the FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director’s subsequent statement that “We agree the FWCJUA’s actuary 
did not include a discussion for the underlying thought process for each of the assumptions made.”   

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also indicated that they could not find in our contracted actuary’s report 
where it was said that the approach used by the FWCJUA’s actuary was undocumented.  Our contracted actuary, on page 8 of its 
report, stated that the actuarial memoranda in support of the rate surcharge do not specifically identify these judgments, and do not 
discuss the basis of the judgments (e.g., what other relevant factors might have been considered, and what weights were assigned to such 
factors).  Our contracted actuary’s report further stated that in a meeting with the FWCJUA’s actuary on November 4, 2004, our 
contracted actuary was advised that the FWCJUA actuary “does not maintain within its internal work papers documentation of the 
judgments made or the basis of the judgments.”  

Unquantified approach and recommended quantified approach 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director stated that they believe the term “unquantified” was misused in our report, 
and that the FWCJUA actuary’s work is fully quantified in its report.  As described in Finding No. 1, the term “unquantified 
approach” refers to the FWCJUA actuary’s introduction of conservatism through many judgments rather than using a quantifiable 
approach, such as a probability of outcomes or confidence level approach, as recommended by our contracted actuary. 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also stated that our contracted actuary suggested using a 90 percent 
confidence level for basing an estimate of the reserve and that they do not believe that FWCJUA management should be constrained to 
selecting as its “best” estimate the 90th or any other fixed percentile of this “outcomes distribution.”  The 90 percent confidence level 
was used for purpose of demonstrating the effect of using a quantifiable approach such as that recommended by our contracted actuary.  
Neither we, nor our contracted actuary, suggested that FWCJUA management be restrained to selecting a 90 percent confidence level.  
If the FWCJUA can justify using an alternative confidence level, then the FWCJUA should consider using such a level. 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director discussed certain technical concerns they have with the way our contracted 
actuary constructed its “outcomes distribution.” For example, they indicated that our contracted actuary calculated a “mean estimate” 
using a traditional actuarial approach while substituting unweighted averages of various statistics in place of the values the 
FWCJUA’s actuary selected using judgment, and suggest that our actuary’s approach “replaces actuarial judgment with a statistical 
formula.”  As is readily apparent from our contracted actuary’s report, our contracted actuary exercised professional judgment 
throughout its process of estimating required reserves.  Further, it is our understanding that our contracted actuary did not use the 
unweighted averages to establish the reserve estimate, but rather used such averages as a quantifiable point of departure for the 
application of actuarial judgment to arrive at a reserve estimate.  This is in contrast to the FWCJUA actuary’s procedure of selecting 
one of the most conservative results from the range of actual results of various methodologies without documenting the basis for such 
selections. 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also asserted that our contracted actuary’s approach did not consider 
certain parameter and other risks.  However, our contracted actuary believes it has considered all relevant risks as required by 
actuarial standards, and the FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director have not indicated in their response how the 
FWCJUA’s actuary demonstrated appropriate consideration of these risks.   

Upper bound too high 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director indicated that they could not find in our contracting actuary’s report 
support for our finding that the FWCJUA actuary “established a range of reasonableness that produced an upper bound that is too 
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high in relation to the best estimate of required reserve” and indicated that their understanding was that the “upper bound” and “best 
estimate of required reserves” referred to in our finding were the actual amount booked by the FWCJUA and the “90th percentile 
value of the contracted actuary,” respectively.  This understanding is incorrect.  As stated in our finding, our contracted actuary 
concluded that the FWCJUA actuary’s method of establishing a range of reasonableness produced an upper bound that is too high in 
relation to its best estimate of required reserves.  The reason for this, as discussed on pages 3 and 5 of our contracted actuary’s report, 
is that the FWCJUA’s actuary established a “reasonable range” about its best estimate before eliminating claims occurring prior to 
January 1, 2000, despite the fact that all FWCJUA liability for such claims was transferred in 2000 to a corporation as a result of 
the FWCJUA purchasing retroactive reinsurance via a loss portfolio transfer.   

Lower rate for Tier 3 policies 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director indicated that our contracted actuary’s report does not include enough 
information to conclude that the FWCJUA could have established a lower rate for Tier Three policies, and discuss what they consider 
to be four principal sources of difference between the FWCJUA and our contracted actuary.  There was little difference between the 
“Project Loss Ratio for all Risks” used by the FWCJUA actuary and our contracted actuary.  The FWCJUA Board Chairman 
and Executive Director’s statements regarding the other three sources of differences, and our comments related thereto, are as follows: 

“Loss ratio relativity for tier 3 risks” – The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director stated that the 1.15 
factor used by the FWCJUA’s actuary is reasonable, even considering the arguments of our contracted actuary.  However, 
although they stated that the FWCJUA expects risks to be worse than average, they do not specifically address why they do 
not agree with our contracted actuary’s arguments or explain why they expect such risks to be 15 percent greater than 
average.  In addition, they stated in their response that “the 1.15 factor is based solely on judgment and there is considerable 
uncertainty as to its value.” 

“Discount factor for investment income” – The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director stated that the 
FWCJUA “uses interest of 1.5% per year, because of the typically low rates of return the FWCJUA receives on its cash 
balances, because of the tax effect on realizable interest rates, and to compensate for the reduction in risk margin caused by 
the discounting process.”  However, they did not specifically address why the FWCJUA’s actuary assumed a fixed interest 
rate rather than using a variable interest rate pattern such as that used by our contracted actuary. 

“Contingency Factor” – The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director stated “this is an amount added by the 
FWCJUA Board to reflect the additional uncertainty resulting from the impact of Florida SB-50A,” but did not provide 
an explanation as to why a 5 percent factor was used. 

ULAE Liability 

In response to our recommendation that the FWCJUA consider revising its agreement with its service provider to create a contract of 
insurance or reinsurance as suggested by the Office of Insurance Regulation so that it would clearly not be required to report an 
ULAE liability, the FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director stated that they believe that it is cost-prohibitive to 
implement this recommendation.  However, they did not provide specifics on why this was considered cost-prohibitive. 

Conclusion 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director have extensively analyzed the approach used and recommended by our 
contracted actuary, and expressed certain concerns regarding the approach.  Our contracted actuary’s report concludes on page 12 that 
for the 1998 through 2002 accident years the “FWCJUA actuary initial ‘best’ estimates are consistently too high, as measured by the 
FWCJUA actuary as of 12/31/03,” and “The results of ‘best’ estimates performed by the FWCJUA actuary are producing results 
that seem counter-intuitive.”  Based on these facts, which the FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director have not disputed, 
it appears that the FWCJUA actuary’s approach may be resulting in excessively high estimates of required reserves, which is 
compounded by the FWCJUA’s consistent reporting of estimated reserves that are significantly in excess of its actuary’s best estimates.  
As the FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in referring to the “outcomes distribution” approach used by our 
contracted actuary, stated that they “do not disagree that an ‘outcomes distribution’ is a valuable tool for management to use in 
evaluating its reserves,” we suggest that the FWCJUA consider using a similar approach modified to address their technical concerns. 

Finding No. 2: Contingency Reserve 

As discussed in Finding No. 1, the FWCJUA reported a deficit of $9.8 million for subplan D as of December 31, 
2003, and according to the FWCJUA, the deficit was expected to grow to more than $36 million by December 31, 
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2004.  Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, created a $15 million contingency reserve within the Workers’ 
Compensation Administration Trust Fund, from which the Florida Department of Financial Services is 
authorized to transfer funds to the FWCJUA if necessary to fund subplan D deficits, or whenever it is determined 
that subplan D does not have sufficient cash to meet three months’ projected needs due to a subplan D deficit.  

To receive funds from the contingency reserve, the FWCJUA must submit a transfer request and appropriate 
supporting information demonstrating that the amount requested for transfer does not exceed the difference 
(deficiency) between the amount available within subplan D and the amount needed to meet subplan D projected 
cash needs for the subsequent 3-month period.  The FWCJUA’s request must be certified by the Office of 
Insurance Regulation and approved by the Legislative Budget Commission before the actual transfer can occur.  

In a letter dated August 11, 2004, the FWCJUA’s Executive Director requested a $3.295 million initial transfer 
from the contingency reserve to meet projected subplan D cash needs for the period October 1, 2004, through 
March 31, 2005.  The letter was accompanied by an actuarial model showing projected cash balances.  The 
FWCJUA subsequently received a $574,000 transfer from the contingency reserve on October 25, 2004.  In a 
letter dated October 21, 2004, the FWCJUA’s Executive Director requested a second transfer of $2.008 million to 
meet projected subplan D cash needs for the period January 1, 2005, through March 31, 2005. 

Our review of the provisions of Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, and its application by the FWCJUA, 
disclosed the need for clarification of that law as discussed below: 

 Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, refers to a “subsequent 3-month period,” but does not clearly specify 
when the 3-month period begins.  In the August 11, 2004, transfer request, the FWCJUA used a 6-month 
period beginning October 1, 2004.  Although this appears to be in conflict with the provisions of Chapter 
2004-266, Laws of Florida, we were advised that this was done to correlate with expected Legislative 
Budget Commission meeting dates.  For the October 21, 2004, transfer request, the FWCJUA used a 3-
month period beginning January 1, 2005, as the start of the 3-month period.  However, the Legislature 
may have intended the 3-month period to begin immediately subsequent to the date of the transfer 
request because, otherwise, the possibility would exist for the FWCJUA to make a transfer request an 
unreasonably long period of time in advance of the occurrence of a cash deficiency. 

 According to the actuarial models showing projected cash balances that accompanied the above-noted 
transfer requests, the FWCJUA will not incur a subplan D deficit cash balance due to actual cash payouts 
until March 2005 (the deficit would have been $82 based on the actuarial model that accompanied the 
October 21, 2004, letter).  As such, based on actual cash payouts, there was no apparent basis for the 
FWCJUA to have received the $574,000 transfer on October 25, 2004, since no cash deficit was 
projected for the 3-month period October 1, 2004, through December 31, 2004.  In projecting its cash 
needs, the FWCJUA determined the need to maintain a $2.5 million contingency reserve in addition to 
actual cash payout needs; however, Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, does not clearly provide for such 
a contingency in determining cash needs. 

o We were advised that the FWCJUA determined, in consultation with the Office of Insurance Regulation, 
that $2.5 million was an appropriate amount to maintain as a contingency reserve because of recent 
significant actual claims incurred, and a potential liability for a multiple occurrence catastrophic event and 
fatality, just prior to the August 11, 2004, transfer request. 

 In determining its projected cash needs for the transfer requests, the FWCJUA did not consider available 
surplus cash related to other subplans.  The FWCJUA’s Operations Manual, as approved by the Office of 
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Insurance Regulation, prohibits the use of surplus cash related to other plans to fund subplan D deficits; 
however, Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, does not clearly address this issue.  

Recommendation: The Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR) should seek legal clarification from 
the Attorney General regarding the above-noted issues.  Also, the Legislature should consider enacting 
legislation clarifying these issues.   

OIR Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

The Commissioner of the Office of Insurance Regulation, in his response to this finding and recommendation, stated that none of the 
parties involved in the funding process (i.e., the OIR, Florida Department of Financial Services, Governor’s Office, House and Senate 
staff, and the Legislative Budget Commission) have expressed concerns that the language of existing legislation may need to be revised 
or made subject to interpretation, and, accordingly, OIR does not deem it necessary or appropriate to seek legislative clarification at this 
time.  However, the Commissioner did not point out how current law clearly addresses the issues we identified as needing clarification.  
The Commissioner, in his response, referred to a provision in Section 35 of Senate Bill 50A (enacted by Chapter 2003-412, Laws of 
Florida) relating to levy of assessments for subplans C and D.  However, the language the Commissioner referred to addressed 
assessment levies and did not address whether the FWCJUA, in determining its projected cash needs for the transfer requests of State 
funding, should consider available surplus cash related to other subplans, including surplus cash derived from subplans in existence 
prior to the enactment of Senate Bill 50A.  Further, the language the Commissioner cited was deleted by Chapter 2004-266, Laws of 
Florida. 

Finding No. 3: Outsourcing of Policy Administration and Other Functions 

Section 627.311(5)(c)13., Florida Statutes, authorizes the FWCJUA Board to provide the services required by law 
through employees, reasonably compensated service providers, or a combination thereof. 

As of June 30, 2004, FWCJUA staff consisted of eighteen individuals, including four executive positions 
(Executive Director, Operations Manager, Controller, and Program Manager), nine underwriting positions, two 
accounting positions, one information systems position, and two customer service representatives.  FWCJUA 
staff develop underwriting and operating rules, procedures, and forms; authorize insurance agents (producers) 
used to refer employers to the FWCJUA for workers’ compensation coverage; determine initial policyholder 
eligibility and premium amounts; collect advance premiums and deposits, if applicable; bind new policies; prepare 
reports for the Board and the Office of Insurance Regulation, and others; administer a market-assistance plan to 
assist in the placement of employers; and prepare and maintain its financial records.  

During the audit period, 6,379 policies were bound by the FWCJUA.  The FWCJUA outsourced most policy 
administration functions (other than initial determination of policyholder eligibility, determination of the 
premium/deposit and collection, and binding) and other major functions to independent contractors.  The major 
functions outsourced, and compensation of contractors used during the audit period, were as follows:   
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Contracted Function Compensation 

Policy Administration* $18,781,770 

Legal Services 368,199 

Actuarial Services 83,267 

Auditing, Tax, and Consulting Services 137,685 

Collection Services 105,892 

Investment Services 32,802 

Total $19,509,615 

* This amount represents the amount earned by the contractor as 
recorded in the FWCJUA’s accounting records based on 
premiums written, whereas the contractor is actually paid based 
on premiums collected.   

Section 627.311(5)(c)17., Florida Statutes, requires that the FWCJUA provide for an annual review of costs 
associated with the administration and servicing of the policies issued to determine alternatives by which costs can 
be reduced.  In response to our request for documentation of the FWCJUA’s efforts to comply with this 
requirement, we were advised of some actions taken in recent years to reduce costs, such as moving to less costly 
office space, and were provided copies of two studies, “White Paper, an Analysis of the Impact of SB 50A” 
(White Paper) and “FWCJUA Minimum Premium Policy Analysis.”  The White Paper indicates some ways in 
which costs can be reduced, such as a waiver of requirements to pay assessments pursuant to Sections 440.49 and 
440.51, Florida Statutes, and cessation of underwriting some policies.  

The White Paper defines the FWCJUA’s “controllable costs” as its operating expenses (staff salaries, benefits, and 
associated professional services such as actuaries, auditors, legal services, etc.) excluding policy administration 
service provider fees, taxes, assessments, and reinsurance.  The White Paper indicates that its “controllable costs” 
represent only 2.84 percent of premium and are reasonable; however, it does not indicate how the FWCJUA 
determined that such costs were reasonable.  Further, neither the White Paper nor the FWCJUA Minimum 
Premium Policy Analysis address alternatives by which costs can be reduced for policy administration service 
provider fees, the largest expense related to administration and servicing of policies.  

According to the White Paper, the FWCJUA has paid over $6 million in Federal income taxes since 1994.  One 
way to reduce these costs would be to qualify the FWCJUA as a tax exempt organization under Section 
501(c)(27)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code, although this would require legislative action.  There are other states, 
such as Texas, that have created a workers’ compensation residual market entity that is exempt from Federal 
income taxes. 

The FWCJUA has not, since 1995, provided for a cost/benefit analysis to determine whether it would be more 
cost effective to have FWCJUA staff handle any of the functions currently being outsourced or to outsource any 
of the functions currently being handled by FWCJUA staff.  While not feasible for certain functions, there are 
some functions currently being performed by contractors for which it may be economically advantageous to have 
such functions performed by FWCJUA staff.  For example, during the audit period, the FWCJUA paid $344,021 
to the General Counsel for professional services rendered (excluding reimbursable expenses).  Excluding flat fee 
amounts of $75,000 paid to the General Counsel for legislative matters, the FWCJUA was billed a total of 
$269,021 at an average rate of $272 per hour (based on 987.3 hours for the eighteen month audit period).  For 
legal services, it may be more cost effective to hire a full-time staff attorney to handle responsibilities currently 
being handled by the General Counsel and other contracted legal staff.  We were advised that the FWCJUA is 
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currently examining the possibility of taking “in house” some of the policy administration functions currently 
being performed by the service provider, and that FWCJUA staff is evaluating five different options to be 
considered by the Operations Committee in December 2004. 

 The FWCJUA did not, of record, provide for a study to determine the reasonableness of compensation being 
paid to its policy administration service provider.  Such a study could include, for example, checking with other 
residual market insurers in Florida or other states to determine the level of compensation typically paid to policy 
administration service providers.  Nor did the FWCJUA obtain assurance as to the reasonableness of such 
compensation through the solicitation of fee proposals from other entities offering policy administration services 
(see Finding No. 5).  In response to our inquiry, we were advised that the FWCJUA has periodically reviewed the 
cost of services provided by its policy administration service provider.  However, although requested, we were not 
provided documentation evidencing such efforts to determine the reasonableness of compensation paid to the 
service provider.  We were also advised that, “It is the FWCJUA’s intent at this time to initiate a process as soon 
as possible after the first of the year to ensure that the FWCJUA is providing prompt, quality, cost-effective policy 
administration/managed care services.” 

As discussed in Finding No. 1, the FWCJUA reported a $4.5 million deficit as of December 31, 2003.  A review 
to determine alternatives for reducing costs associated with policy administration and servicing as required by 
Section 627.311(5)(c)17., Florida Statutes, could disclose ways to help reduce the reported deficit.   

Recommendation: The FWCJUA should annually review costs associated with the administration 
and servicing of policies to determine alternatives by which costs can be reduced as required by Section 
627.311(5)(c)17., Florida Statutes, and should document such efforts.  The FWCJUA should also perform 
cost/benefit analyses at regular intervals to determine which functions should be done by FWCJUA staff 
and which functions should be outsourced.  Considering the significance of amounts paid to its 
contractor responsible for policy administration services, the FWCJUA should also take appropriate 
action to ensure the reasonableness of compensation paid for such services.  The Legislature should 
consider enacting legislation to qualify the FWCJUA as a tax exempt organization under Section 
501(c)(27)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code.  

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, stated that the FWCJUA already 
effectively reviews costs annually associated with the administration and servicing of policies to determine alternatives by which costs can 
be reduced as required by Section 627.311(5)(c)17., Florida Statutes, and cited several examples of cost savings reportedly achieved 
over the past few years.  However, we were not provided documentation supporting the examples described in the FWCJUA Board 
Chairman and Executive Director’s response.  In addition, none of the examples of cost savings related to policy administration service 
provider fees, the FWCJUA’s largest expense related to administration and servicing of policies.   

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also indicated that the FWCJUA demonstrates compliance with Section 
627.311(5)(c)17., Florida Statutes, through the process of adopting an annual Business Plan and Forecast.  Although the 
FWCJUA’s 2004 Business Plan includes objectives that, if achieved, could improve the FWCJUA’s financial condition, it does not 
demonstrate how the FWCJUA has reviewed costs associated with the administration and servicing of policies to determine 
alternatives by which such costs could be reduced.    

Finding No. 4: Executive Compensation 

 The FWCJUA Board has established four executive positions (Executive Director, Operations Manager, 
Controller, and Program Manager).  In addition to a base salary, these employees may be entitled to additional 
compensation, referred to as “at-risk” compensation, as established by the Board through an Executive 
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Compensation Plan, and occasionally are eligible to receive bonuses for completing special projects.  A summary 
of “at-risk” compensation and special project bonuses paid during the 2002 and 2003 years is as follows: 

Executive Position 2002 Year 2003 Year 

 “At-Risk” 
Compensation 

Special 
Project 
Bonus 

Total “At-Risk” 
Compensation 

Special 
Project 
Bonus 

Total 

Executive Director $15,217 $7,359 $22,576 $22,826 $6,000 $28,826

Operations Manager 10,490 2,545 13,035 10,910 3,000 13,910

Controller 8,500 1,985 10,485 8,840 3,000 11,840

Program Manager 7,300 1,705 9,005 7,592 3,500 11,092

 

At-Risk Compensation 

According to the Executive Compensation Plan in effect for the 2002 and 2003 years, the maximum available “at-
risk” compensation was 15 percent of base salary for the Executive Director, and 10 percent of base salary for the 
other three executive positions.  At a teleconference meeting in December 2002, the FWCJUA Executive 
Compensation Committee approved paying all four executive staff members 10 percent of their base salary as “at-
risk” compensation for the 2002 year.  At its December 10, 2003, meeting, the FWCJUA Board (as recommended 
by the Executive Compensation Committee) approved paying executive staff members the entire amount of “at-
risk” compensation (15 percent for the Executive Director and 10 percent for the others) for the 2003 year.  

According to the Executive Compensation Plan, executive staff members were entitled to receive “at-risk” 
compensation “in full, in part, or not at all, based on an evaluation of the timeliness and quality of individual staff 
members’ performance of the FWCJUA’s annual operations plan” (we were advised that “annual operations 
plan” refers to the FWCJUA Board’s annually adopted Business Plan).  While the Business Plans in effect for the 
2002 and 2003 years specify key activities and success factors for the FWCJUA as a whole, they did not provide 
specific performance evaluation rating factors for each of the four executive positions.  Nor was there 
documentation available evidencing the application of performance evaluation rating factors for each of the four 
executive positions.  As such, it was not apparent, of record, what the FWCJUA Executive Compensation 
Committee and Board used as a basis for approving payment of “at-risk” compensation for the 2002 and 2003 
years. 

Special Project Bonuses 

At its March 4, 2003, meeting, the Executive Compensation Committee approved the establishment of a special 
project bonus not to exceed a total amount of $15,500 (to be allocated among the Executive Director and the 
other three executive staff members) for the development and implementation of the FWCJUA’s Web site.  At its 
June 4, 2003, meeting, the Executive Compensation Committee was provided documentation demonstrating that 
specific project goals had been accomplished, and approved paying executive staff the entire $15,500 bonus to be 
allocated as follows: Executive Director $6,000, Operations Manager $3,000, Controller $3,000, and Program 
Manager $3,500.  We were advised that the manner in which the bonus was allocated was recommended by the 
Executive Director; however, we were not provided documentation evidencing the basis for the allocation, such 
as evidence of the level of effort expended, or project goals accomplished, by each staff member. 
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Recommendation: The FWCJUA should develop specific performance evaluation rating factors for 
each of the four executive positions, and apply such factors to each executive staff member’s 
performance to determine the extent to which they are entitled to “at-risk” compensation.  In addition, 
the FWCJUA should maintain documentation evidencing the basis for allocations of special project 
bonuses. 

Finding No. 5: Contractual Services 

The FWCJUA is responsible for establishing internal controls that provide assurance that the process of acquiring 
services is effectively administered.  As a matter of good business practice, procurement of services should be 
done using a competitive selection process to provide an effective means of equitably procuring the best quality 
services at the lowest possible cost.  In addition, contractual arrangements for services should be evidenced by 
written agreements embodying all provisions and conditions of the procurement of such services.  The use of a 
formal written agreement protects the interests of the FWCJUA, identifies the responsibilities of both parties, 
defines the services to be performed, and provides a basis for payment.   

Our review of the FWCJUA’s procurement of various contractual services disclosed that the FWCJUA’s 
procurement procedures could be enhanced as discussed below. 

Competitive Selection  

Although the FWCJUA utilized a competitive selection process through requests for proposals (RFP) to initially 
select most of its contractors, most of those contractual services, including policy administration, have not been 
subjected to a competitive selection process since 1995. 

Written Agreements 

The FWCJUA had generally entered into written agreements for contractual services.  However, the FWCJUA 
had no written agreement with its General Counsel, who has provided legal services to the FWCJUA since 1994.  
Payments to the General Counsel during the audit period (see Finding No. 3) included three lump sum payments 
of $25,000 each that were not supported by sufficiently detailed invoices.  Invoices supporting these payments 
indicated that they related to legislative matters, but did not provide a breakdown of hours or hourly rates, and did 
not provide specifics as to the nature of the work performed. 

The FWCJUA entered into a written agreement with an independent certified public accounting firm to provide 
auditing, tax, and consulting services for the fiscal years ending December 31, 2002, through December 31, 2004.  
Under the terms of the agreement, the FWCJUA was required to pay the firm a fixed fee each year, based on the 
dollar volume of premiums during the fiscal year, for completing the audit, preparing a tax return, and providing 
up to 40 hours of consulting services relating to “various questions and routine matters.”  Our review of the 
agreement and invoices supporting payments to the firm disclosed the following: 

 The agreement indicated that fees for consulting services (presumably for time in excess of 40 hours) and 
other accounting or tax services (presumably for tax services other than preparing the tax return) would 
be based on actual time spent at standard hourly rates; however, although rates were specified for 
administrative personnel, rates for professional personnel were not specified.  
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 Invoices from the firm were not in sufficient detail to demonstrate that the FWCJUA, for consulting 
services, was only billed for time spent in excess of 40 hours.  Also, one invoice for consulting services 
did not provided details as to hours or hourly rates. 

 The FWCJUA, for administrative personnel for consulting services rendered, was billed at $7 per hour 
rather than the $5 per hour rate specified in the written agreement. 

We noted that some invoices from the firm for consulting services showed a discount.  However, because of the 
lack of specificity in the written agreement and invoices regarding consulting services, as discussed above, we 
could not determine whether the firm was properly paid, considering the discounts. 

Given the lack of a written agreement and sufficiently detailed invoices for legal services, and the problems noted 
above regarding consulting services, we could not determine, with certainty, the propriety of payments for such 
services.   

Service Provider Agreement  

Section 6.8 of the policy administration service provider’s agreement provides that the service provider pay its 
share of any financial audit based on costs calculated by the audit firm to be attributable to the audit firms 
inspection or examination of the service provider’s procedures and records.  

The service provider paid the FWCJUA $18,356 and $26,559 for its share of the costs of the 2002 and 2003 year 
audits, respectively, based on invoices the FWCJUA submitted to the service provider.  The FWCJUA, in 
determining the amount to be billed to the service provider, used a methodology that included an adjustment for 
direct time reportedly spent by the audit firm examining another service provider’s records and an adjustment for 
indirect costs reportedly related to examining the service provider’s procedures and records.  We were advised 
that this methodology was approved by the FWCJUA’s prior external auditors.  However, there was no indication 
that the FWCJUA’s current external auditors had approved this methodology, and the service provider’s share of 
the costs of the 2002 and 2003 year audits, according to documentation submitted to the FWCJUA by its current 
external auditors, only totaled $5,891 and $9,745 for the 2002 and 2003 year audits, respectively.  In addition, 
since Section 6.8 of the service provider’s agreement requires that the service provider’s share of the audit costs 
be “calculated by the audit firm,” it is not apparent why the FWCJUA would attempt to make adjustments to the 
audit costs calculated by its current external auditors.  As such, the service provider was over-billed $12,465 and 
$16,814 for the 2002 and 2003 year audits, respectively (total of $29,279). 

Recommendation: The FWCJUA, as soon as practical, should undergo a competitive selection 
process for all of its contractual services, and should do so again at reasonable intervals. Written 
agreements that clearly specify the nature of the services to be rendered, and the terms of compensation, 
should be used for all contracted services.  The FWCJUA should also obtain adequate invoices for 
auditing, tax, and consulting services.  In addition, the FWCJUA should refund the $29,279 that was 
over-billed the service provider. 

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, indicated that most of the contracts for 
services were initially let between 1995 and 1996 for a period of 3 years, and because of depopulation resulting in significant changes 
in its volume of policies and premium, as well as expected further depopulation, the Board determined that it was more cost beneficial 
for the FWCJUA to enter into contract extensions with its vendors, who were performing at acceptable levels, rather than subject these 
contractual services to a competitive selection process.  However, given the significant change in volume of policies and premium, it would 
appear that there was an even greater need to subject these contractual services to a competitive selection process.   
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The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director indicated that they believe that the FWCJUA’s written agreement (i.e., 
multi-year engagement letter) with its independent auditors provided in sufficient detail a description of the scope of services and the 
basis for all billings that were rendered, and that the services were billed in sufficient detail to indicate the time and level of the 
individual performing these tasks.  Contrary to this assertion, as noted in our finding, the FWCJUA’s written agreement with the 
independent auditors did not specify the rates at which the FWCJUA would be billed for the various levels of professional personnel, 
and the invoices submitted by the independent auditors were not always in sufficient detail or consistent with the terms of the written 
agreement.  The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also indicated that billings submitted by the independent 
auditors were reviewed and approved by the FWCJUA.  Given the inadequacies of the written agreement and billings as noted above, 
it is unclear as to why the FWCJUA approved all of the billings, including billings for administrative personnel at hourly rates that 
exceeded the rates specified in the written agreement. 

In their response to our finding that FWCJUA had over-billed its service provider $29,279 for its share of the FWCJUA’s audit 
costs, the FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director stated that the FWCJUA and its contracted service provider agreed 
in 1998 as to how the audit recovery fees would be calculated with regard to the service agreement, the FWCJUA’s independent 
auditors confirmed the methodology with regard to the indirect cost allocation, and the service provider and the FWCJUA agreed to 
utilize the methodology as evidenced by the service provider payments.  However, as noted in our finding, there was no indication that 
the FWCJUA’s current independent auditors had approved this methodology, and the FWCJUA provided no amendments to its 
agreement with the service provider or other documentation evidencing the service provider’s concurrence with the FWCJUA’s 
interpretation of the terms of the agreement regarding calculation of the service provider’s share of the audit costs. 

Finding No. 6: Contract Monitoring for Policy Administration 

Section 627.311(5)(c)14., Florida Statutes, requires the FWCJUA to provide for service standards for service 
providers, methods of determining adherence to those service standards, incentives and disincentives for service, 
and procedures for terminating contracts for service providers that fail to adhere to service standards.  

As noted in Finding No. 3, the FWCJUA has outsourced many of its policy administration functions to an 
independent service provider.  Under the terms of the written agreement, the service provider is responsible for 
initial and renewal policy issuance, calculation of premiums for renewing policies and collection of premiums 
from policyholders, placement of overdue amounts with a collection agency, payment of fees to producers, 
payroll audits of policyholders, loss control/prevention services for specified policyholders, claims administration 
and settlement, and managed care services.  

Pursuant to the agreement, the service provider must administer policies in conformance with standards provided 
for in the FWCJUA’s “Plan of Operation” as prescribed in the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual.  Failure to comply 
with such performance standards constitutes a failure to fulfill the requirements of the service provider agreement 
and could result in termination of the service provider or other penalties at the discretion of the FWCJUA Board.  
The agreement also contains provisions that allow for the FWCJUA’s monitoring of the service provider’s 
performance, including a program audit of the provider’s services by the FWCJUA or its designee as deemed 
appropriate by the FWCJUA.  

During the audit period, the FWCJUA did not, of record, conduct a program audit, and did not, of record, 
monitor all aspects of the service provider’s performance including, for example, paying producer commissions, 
conducting payroll audits and loss control surveys, and handling delinquent accounts.  Rather, the FWCJUA relied 
primarily on the service provider’s internal processes designed to comply with contract terms, and on the service 
provider’s self-reporting of compliance.  

The FWCJUA also relied on audits or reviews conducted by its external auditors, State regulatory agencies, and 
reinsurers, and complaints, if any, received from external parties such as policyholders, medical providers, or 
producers.  While audits and reviews conducted by external organizations offer limited assurances for some 
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aspects of the service provider’s performance, the objective of the audits and reviews may not include or be 
targeted to the service provider’s performance as it relates to the agreement between the FWCJUA and the service 
provider.  With the exception of payroll audits as they relate to a change in premium, there was no evidence that 
the service provider’s compliance with contractual requirements relating to payment of producer commissions, 
conduct of payroll audits and loss control surveys, or handling of delinquent accounts was reviewed by outside 
organizations during the audit period. 

Based on the above, it was not apparent how the FWCJUA complied with the provisions of Section 
627.311(5)(c)14., Florida Statutes, which requires the FWCJUA to provide for methods of determining adherence 
to service standards by service providers.  The apparent lack of monitoring procedures with respect to payroll 
audits, loss control surveys, and handling of delinquent accounts may have contributed to the significant instances 
of noncompliance with the service provider agreement as discussed in Finding Nos. 8, 9, and 10.    

Other residual market insurers in Florida and other states use monitoring efforts that include contracting for an 
audit of the policy administrator’s performance, as is done annually by the Florida Automobile Joint Underwriting 
Association, and periodic on-site audits such as those performed by the National Council on Compensation 
Insurance, Inc.  These methods of monitoring performance by policy administration service providers may be 
beneficial to the FWCJUA in its monitoring efforts. 

Recommendation: The FWCJUA should develop procedures to monitor all aspects of the service 
provider’s performance and should ensure that such procedures are sufficient to ensure the service 
provider’s adherence to service standards. In doing so, the FWCJUA should give consideration to 
monitoring efforts being used by other residual market insurers in Florida and other states. 

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification  

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, indicated that the FWCJUA monitors 
all aspects of the contracted service provider’s performance, concentrating its monitoring efforts on policy issuance, claims handling, and 
financial reporting, and believes that its current procedures are sufficient to ensure that the service provider is adhering to the 
FWCJUA’s service standards.  The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also indicated that, in addition to relying 
on the service provider’s internal processes and audits or reviews conducted by others, the FWCJUA interacts with the service provider 
on a daily basis and reviews both policy and claims files.  While we agree that monitoring policy issuance and claims handling is 
important, we also believe the other performance aspects of the agreement, as described in the finding, are important to monitor.  
Although we noted documentation of the FWCJUA’s review of claims records maintained by the service provider, during the course of 
our audit we found no evidence of the FWCJUA’s review of policy files maintained by the service provider.   

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also stated that the service provider recently received the highest performance 
rating possible from the NCCI on its Servicing Carrier Performance Audit Report dated May 28, 2004, which focused on the 
underwriting, premium audit, loss prevention, and claims performance standards.  However, the FWCJUA did not indicate that 
FWCJUA policies were reviewed in connection with the NCCI’s review of the service provider, and we were not provided a copy of 
NCCI’s report, or other documentation, evidencing that the review included an examination of the service provider’s performance as it 
relates specifically to the FWCJUA’s performance standards as prescribed by the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual and the 
FWCJUA’s agreement with the service provider. 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director further stated that the service provider agreement provides several 
safeguards that protect the FWCJUA regarding the service provider’s performance.  We agree that the FWCJUA’s agreement with 
the service provider includes several provisions establishing safeguards to protect the FWCJUA.  However, the mere existence of 
safeguard provisions in the agreement does not provide adequate assurance that the service provider is complying with prescribed 
performance standards.  Monitoring by the FWCJUA will help to assure that those safeguards are actually in place and working 
effectively. 
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Finding No. 7: Producer Commissions 

As discussed in Finding No. 3, the FWCJUA contracts with a service provider to perform most of its policy 
administration and claims processing functions, and contracts with producers (i.e., insurance agents) to assist 
employers in obtaining coverage with the FWCJUA (producers’ responsibilities include assisting employers in 
completing applications, reviewing applications for reasonableness and accuracy, and advising employers in all 
matters relating to workers’ compensation insurance).  The service provider calculates producer commissions, and 
uses amounts collected from insured employers to pay such commissions, as well as claims and other policy 
administration expenses.  During the audit period, the FWCJUA recorded approximately $2 million in producer 
commissions, based on written premiums.  

The FWCJUA had not established adequate controls to ensure proper payment of producer commissions.  
Although requested, we were not provided documentation evidencing that the FWCJUA verified the service 
provider’s calculation of producer commissions paid during the audit period.  These commissions cannot be 
recalculated on a global basis (i.e., for the entire month as a whole) because they are calculated on only a portion 
of each premium; however, they should at least be recalculated on a test basis by FWCJUA staff.  Should 
producers be underpaid, the FWCJUA would likely discover the errors through complaints received from 
producers; however, overpayments may not be reported to the FWCJUA. 

Recommendation: The FWCJUA should verify, on a test basis, producer commissions paid by the 
service provider.   

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, indicated that the FWCJUA verifies 
producer fee calculations in accordance with Statement on Auditing Standards No. 56 (SAS 56), Analytical Procedures, because this 
method of verification is reasonable and does not produce redundant costs thereby making more efficient use of its policyholders’ monies.  
SAS 56, paragraph 22, requires the documentation of certain specific analytical procedures; however, no such documentation was 
provided for our review.  Further, in response to our inquiry as to what procedures the FWCJUA uses to verify producer commissions, 
we were advised by the Executive Director on October 13, 2004, that the FWCJUA does not attempt to recalculate the commissions 
paid to producers, and relies on audits conducted by its independent auditors and complaints from producers for assurances as to the 
accuracy of producer fees..   

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also indicated that the FWCJUA’s independent auditors use similar 
analytical review procedures to recalculate the annual producer fees and compare amounts reported in our financial statements.  
However, our discussions with the independent auditors, and our review of the independent auditor’s working papers, disclosed that 
only the producer fees payable (liability as of year-end) is subjected to testing, which does not provide assurance as to proper payment of 
producer commissions. 

Finding No. 8: Payroll Audits 

Policyholders’ premiums are assessed based on the employers’ payroll information as provided by the 
policyholder.  Payroll audits (i.e., examinations of employers’ records) are important to verify the accuracy of 
payroll information.  These audits are required for all policyholders at differing intervals depending on premium 
amount or the business classification of the employer.  If payroll audits are not performed, the premium 
calculated for and collected from the policyholder may be under- or overstated, and for an understated premium 
for which the policy has expired, an untimely payroll audit could make it difficult to collect the additional 
premium due unless the policyholder renews the policy. 
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The service provider furnished us with a listing of all payroll audits completed during the audit period.  Using this 
listing, we reviewed the service provider’s compliance with payroll audit requirements noted in the contract.  Our 
review disclosed that the service provider is not always performing these audits or not timely performing the 
audits, as discussed below. 

Preliminary Audits.  The service provider, as provided by Part II, Section D.12(b) of the FWCJUA’s Operations 
Manual, is required to conduct preliminary payroll audits for certain premium amounts or business classifications 
to be conducted within 90 days of the effective date of the policy or upon assignment by the FWCJUA; however, 
to allow more time for certain seasonal businesses to mature, the service provider may extend this time up to 180 
days in order to obtain a more accurate audit.  Based on information provided by the service provider, we 
determined that preliminary payroll audits were not conducted for 50 (7 percent) of 677 noncanceled policies 
bound by the FWCJUA during the 2003 calendar year for which the service provider was required to conduct a 
preliminary payroll audit. 

Final and Cancellation Audits.  The service provider, as provided by Part III, Section D.12(a) of the FWCJUA’s 
Operations Manual, is required to conduct final audits (for expired policies) or cancellation audits (for cancelled 
policies), and make the final billing or return of premium, within 75 days of the policy expiration or cancellation 
date.  The service provider furnished listings of final and cancellation audits conducted during the audit period.  
Of the 1,066 cancellation audits conducted, 387 (36 percent) were not conducted within 75 days of the 
cancellation dates of the policies, including 90 that were conducted from 4½ to 9½ months after the policy 
cancellation dates.  Likewise, of the 1,825 final audits conducted, 190 (10 percent) were not conducted within 75 
days of the expiration dates of the policies, including 13 that were conducted from 4½ to 10 months after the 
policy expiration dates. 

We were subsequently advised that the late cancellation or final audits were probably due to policyholders not 
cooperating with the service provider’s attempts to conduct cancellation or final audits.  To determine the 
accuracy of this assertion, we selected from the 577 policies a sample of 30 policies and requested documentation 
evidencing the service provider’s attempts to conduct an audit.  For 22 (73 percent) of the 30 sampled policies, we 
determined that either there was no evidence that the policyholder was uncooperative or actions taken by the 
service provider (e.g., letters requesting audits or other attempts to contact policyholder) were not timely.  

Approximately 79 percent of the final and cancellation audits resulted in amounts due to policyholders totaling 
$37.7 million ($30.2 million due to cancellation audits and $7.5 million due to final audits).  These amounts were 
held up to 10 months after the policies had been canceled or expired before being refunded to the policyholders.  
Also, final and cancellation audits resulted in additional amounts due from policyholders totaling $10.1 million 
($2.5 million due to cancellation audits and $7.6 million due to final audits).  A long delay in billing for additional 
premiums due disclosed through a final or cancellation audit increases the likelihood that these additional 
premiums may be difficult to collect due to indifference or relocation of the policyholder.  

Recommendation: The FWCJUA should ensure that the service provider timely conducts payroll 
audits in accordance with the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual.   

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to our finding as it relates to preliminary audits not 
conducted, or untimely cancellation or final audits, provide specifics regarding the exceptions disclosed in our finding.  However, we were 
not provided documentation supporting these specifics, and it is not practical for us to attempt to verify these specifics through 
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reexamination of the service provider’s records.  Our findings were based on information and records provided by the service provider at 
the time we conducted our examination.   

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to our finding as it relates to the 30 policies we tested for 
timely compliance with cancellation and final audit requirements, indicated that 21 of the 30 audits were handled properly in 
accordance with performance standards.  We are uncertain as to the performance standards being referred to by the FWCJUA Board 
Chairman and Executive Director; however, based on the performance standards prescribed in the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual, 
the results of our test disclosed that for 22 of the 30 policies there either was no evidence that the policyholder was uncooperative or 
actions taken by the service provider were not timely. 

Finding No. 9: Loss Control Surveys 

Section 627.311(5)(c)11., Florida Statutes, requires the FWCJUA to establish reasonable safety programs for all 
policyholders and requires all policyholders to participate in the safety program.  The service provider is required 
to provide policyholders with loss control, safety, and industrial hygiene surveys, consultations, and related 
services.  All policyholders are to be notified of the safety program, and their required participation therein, and 
are to receive materials that prescribe standardized, industry-specific, safety and loss control practices with which 
policyholders must comply.  Policyholders can request loss control services at any time and on-site loss control 
surveys are required for all policyholders that meet specified criteria or have premiums greater than $25,000.  Such 
surveys are required to be completed within the first 150 days of the policy period.  

The FWCJUA actuary’s report on FWCJUA reserves as of December 31, 2003, indicates that 39 percent of all 
FWCJUA claims involve indemnity (lost work time) payments.  Our contracted actuary (see discussion in Finding 
No. 1) reported that this percentage is high in comparison to the voluntary market.  This may be due to the nature 
of FWCJUA employers and injured workers (e.g., more hazardous occupations or less cooperative policyholders); 
however, it could be due, at least in part, to inadequate efforts to ensure compliance with safety programs as 
discussed below. 

The service provider furnished us with a listing of all loss control surveys completed during the audit period.  
Using this listing, we reviewed the service provider’s actions taken for all policies with premiums in excess of 
$25,000 bound by the FWCJUA during calendar year 2003.  For 22 of the 299 sampled policies (7 percent), the 
service provider did not conduct the required survey.  

In addition, our test of policies bound during the 2003 fiscal year included seven policies that were subjected to a 
loss control survey.  Although Part III, Section D.13(d) of the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual indicates that site 
visits are to be performed for all loss control surveys, we determined that the service provider did not conduct a 
site visit of all job sites for four of the seven loss control surveys tested as follows:  

 In two instances, site visits were not conducted at all locations at which the policyholder did business, 
including one policyholder that operated at 56 locations throughout the State, but for which the service 
provider conducted a site visit at only one of these locations.  

 In one instance, the service provider’s record of the loss control survey indicated that a site visit was not 
feasible because, reportedly, there was no office or physical address to conduct the loss survey.  However, 
the policyholder is a general contractor that had three jobs in progress.  As such, it was not clear why the 
survey was not conducted at one or more of the policyholder’s job sites.  
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 In one instance, the service provider’s record of a loss control survey, conducted for a general contractor, 
indicated that the survey was conducted at a location other than a job site but provided no explanation as 
to why a job site visit was not conducted. 

Safety programs provide protection for workers and are intended to help reduce loss exposure for insurers.  
Unless an on-site survey is performed, the FWCJUA cannot be assured that the policyholder is actively 
participating in the safety program established.  We recognize that there may be situations in which job site visits 
may not be feasible; however, the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual does not provide for such situations.  Nor does 
the Operations Manual address circumstances in which site visits may not be necessary for all locations at which 
policyholders operate, although a total of 436 insured policyholders operated at multiple locations throughout the 
State during the 2003 year (according to the service provider’s records). 

Recommendation: The FWCJUA should ensure that the service provider timely and properly 
conducts loss control surveys in accordance with the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual.  In addition, the 
FWCJUA should consider revising the Operations Manual to address circumstances in which site visits 
are not feasible, and site visit requirements for employers with multiple locations.  

Finding No. 10: Delinquent Accounts 

All FWCJUA policies are issued for one-year terms.  Pursuant to the Operations Manual, the FWCJUA requires 
the entire premium amount in advance for estimated annual premiums of $1,000 or less.  For those over $1,000, 
advanced premiums are calculated at 50 percent of the total estimated annual premium, but not less than $1,000, 
with the remaining premium due in three equal payments, payable three, six, and nine months after policy 
inception.  In addition, for estimated annual premiums of $7,000 or less, the FWCJUA requires a deposit of 50 
percent of the total estimated annual premium.  

Part III, Section D.11 of the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual provides that on large delinquent accounts, where 
the uncollectible premium is $100 or more, the service provider shall diligently pursue collection of such accounts 
for no more than 90 days from the last day of the month in which the final audit billing is sent or 30 days from 
the date of receipt of the last payment on the account.  After that time, the service provider must place large 
delinquent accounts with a collection agency designated by the FWCJUA.  

Our contracted actuary (see discussion in Finding No. 1) reported that the FWCJUA’s percentage of uncollected 
written premium (which averaged 16.3 percent for policy years 1998 through 2001 according to the FWCJUA 
actuary’s analysis of the loss and loss adjustment expense reserves as of December 31, 2003) is substantially higher 
than the percentage of uncollected written premium reported by residual market workers’ compensation insurers 
administered by the National Council on Compensation Insurance, Inc., in other states.  This may be due to 
different laws or demographic characteristics; however, it may be at least partially due to untimely cancellation and 
final audits (see Finding No. 8) or to an insufficiently aggressive collection policy. 

Our inquiry of two other Florida residual market insurers disclosed that one insurer generally requires the entire 
premium to be paid in advance.  The other insurer indicated that although a payment plan is an option for its 
policyholders (the FWCJUA also accepts financed deposits or premiums), the finance company utilized pays the 
insurer for the entire amount due and, if the insured fails to pay, it is between the finance company and the 
insured.  For insureds that do not opt to use a finance company, 40 percent of the premium is due in advance, 30 
percent is due 75 days from the policy effective date, and the remaining 30 percent is due 180 days from the 
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policy effective date.  If the insured fails to pay, the policy is canceled within two weeks.  These alternative 
collection methods may be beneficial to the FWCJUA’s in its effort to lower its percentage of uncollected 
premium.  Although collecting the entire premium in advance regardless of the premium amount may not be 
feasible for workers’ compensation insurance, increasing the amount of premium for which 100 percent of the 
premium is required to be paid in advance could help reduce the percentage uncollected premium.  

Our audit disclosed that the service provider did not always timely place accounts with the collection agency.  We 
selected a sample of ten large delinquent accounts as of June 30, 2004.  We found that two of these accounts, 
totaling approximately $250,000, had not been placed with the collection agency (as of the time of our review in 
October 2004, these accounts been delinquent from 222 to 327 days after the deadline established by the 
Operations Manual).  In addition, four other accounts, totaling approximately $2 million, were placed with the 
collection agency from 11 to 98 days after the deadline established by the Operations Manual.  Timely placement 
of accounts with the collection agency enhances the ability of the FWCJUA to collect delinquent accounts, and 
delays in placing such accounts with the collection agency increases the difficulty in collecting amounts owed due 
to indifference or relocation of the policyholder. 

Recommendation: The FWCJUA should explore alternative means of collecting premiums to help 
reduce its percentage of uncollected premium, and should consider increasing the amount of premium 
for which 100 percent of the premium is required to be paid in advance.  In addition, the FWCJUA 
should ensure that the service provider places delinquent accounts with the collection agency in 
accordance with the FWCJUA’s Operations Manual.   

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, stated that the FWCJUA’s 4-year 
average uncollected written premium rate for the 1998 through 2001 policy years is 14.8 percent, and not 16.3 percent as indicated in 
our finding.  To clarify, the 14.8 percent rate cited by the Board Chairman and Executive Director is the rate as computed for the 4-
year period 1998 through 2001, and is not an average per-year rate.  The 16.3 percent rate cited in our report is the average per-year 
rate using the rate calculated for each of the four policy years by the FWCJUA’s actuary as of December 31, 2003, and was 
computed in the same manner as the FWCJUA’s actuary did in calculating the FWCJUA’s average per-year rate for policy years 
1994 through 2003, as of December 31, 2003. 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director also compared the FWCJUA’s 14.8 percent to the 4.8 percent rate 
calculated for the same policy years for approximately two dozen workers compensation residual market programs that the NCCI 
administers in other states, and also indicated the uncollectible rate for Florida in 1993 was 16 percent.  Based on these percentages, 
the FWCJUA has not significantly reduced the percentage of uncollected premium since its inception in 1994, and its rate remains 
substantially higher than the collective average rate for the workers compensation residual market programs administered by the NCCI 
in other states. 

Finding No. 11: Depopulation Program 

Section 627.311(5)(c)4., Florida Statutes, requires the FWCJUA to establish programs to encourage insurers to 
provide coverage to applicants in the voluntary market, including a market-assistance plan (MAP) to assist in the 
placement of employers.  

The FWCJUA has established a variety of means to encourage employers to secure coverage in the voluntary 
market.  For example, by signing the application, employers signify that they are aware that workers’ 
compensation insurance may be available through another insurer at a lower cost through another producer.  
Also, the producer, in his/her agreement with the FWCJUA, agrees to continually attempt to place the employer 
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in the voluntary market.  Furthermore, information regarding employers insured by the FWCJUA is made 
available on the FWCJUA’s Web site so that the employers may be considered for coverage in the voluntary 
market.  As of September 2004, the Web site MAP had been available for approximately 15 months and 342 
producers and 4 insurance carriers had signed on and accessed the MAP. 

Though the FWCJUA has developed various approaches in its depopulation program, it has generally not 
measured the effectiveness of its approaches.  For example, the FWCJUA does not know the number of policies 
absorbed into the voluntary market from its Web site program.  According to a report prepared by the service 
provider, in calendar year 2003, 138 policies (about 3 percent of the 4,314 policies existing at December 31, 2003) 
were canceled prior to expiration because the insured was placed with another insurer.  However, the report does 
not indicate which of these 138, if any, involved instances in which the insurer became aware of the insured 
through the FWCJUA’s depopulation efforts.  Unless such measurements are taken, it is unknown as to whether 
the FWCJUA has accomplished the intent of Section 627.311(5)(c)4., Florida Statutes.   

Recommendation: The FWCJUA should develop ways to measure the success of its depopulation 
efforts. 

FWCJUA Response and Auditor General’s Clarification 

The FWCJUA Board Chairman and Executive Director, in their response to this finding, stated that FWCJUA measures the 
effectiveness of depopulation on a market share basis rather than on an individual method basis.  However, changes in market share 
may be attributable to factors other than depopulation efforts. 
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SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

The scope of the audit included actions and transactions of the FWCJUA during the period January 1, 2003, 
through June 30, 2004, and selected actions taken prior and subsequent thereto.  Pursuant to Chapter 2004-266, 
Laws of Florida, the scope also included an analysis of the adequacy and appropriateness of the rates and reserves 
of the association as determined by an independent consulting actuary contracted with by the Auditor General, 
and an evaluation of costs associated with the administration and servicing of the policies issued by the FWCJUA 
to determine alternatives by which costs could be reduced. 

Our objectives were to: (1) determine the extent to which management controls promoted and encouraged the 
achievement of management's objectives in the categories of compliance with controlling laws, administrative 
rules, and other guidelines; the economic and efficient operation of the FWCJUA; the reliability of financial 
records and reports; and the safeguarding of assets; (2) evaluate management’s performance in administering 
assigned responsibilities in accordance with applicable laws, administrative rules, and other guidelines; and (3) 
make recommendations to the Legislature relating to the FWCJUA’s operations. 
 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used to develop the findings in this report included the examination of pertinent records of the 
FWCJUA in connection with the application of procedures required by generally accepted auditing standards and 
applicable standards contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United 
States. 
 

AUTHORITY 

Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, and Section 11.45(2)(a), Florida Statutes, I have 
directed that this report be prepared to present the results of our operational audit of the FWCJUA for the period 
January 1, 2003, through June 30, 2004, and selected actions taken prior and subsequent thereto.  

 

William O. Monroe, CPA 
Auditor General 
 

FWCJUA AND OIR RESPONSES 

The FWCJUA and OIR provided written responses to our findings, and those responses are included in this 
report as Exhibits A and B, respectively.  In addition, when necessary, excerpts from the FWCJUA’s and OIR’s 
responses with our clarification of the finding are included under the applicable findings above.  An excerpt from 
our contracted actuary’s report, which was attached to the FWCJUA’s response, is not included in this report but 
may be viewed on the Auditor General’s Web site. 
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EXHIBIT – A  

RESPONSE FROM 
FLORIDA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION JOINT 

UNDERWRITING ASSOCIATION, INC. 
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EXHIBIT – A (CONTINUED) 
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FWCJUA 2004 FWCJUA 2003 FWCJUA 2002 FWCJUA 2001 FWCJUA 2000 FWCJUA 1999 FWCJUA 1998 FWCJUA 1997 FWCJUA 1996 FWCJUA 1995 FWCJUA 1994 FWCJUA 1993 FWCIP
COMPARABLE DATA PROJECTED RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS * RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS

12/31/2004 12/31/2003 12/31/2002 12/31/2001 12/31/2000 12/31/1999 12/31/1998 12/31/1997 12/31/1996 12/31/1995 12/31/1994 12/31/1993

Written Premium (Calendar Year) $54,980,036 $64,462,672 $25,645,248 $6,696,022 $5,035,549 $6,431,378 $14,182,389 $13,862,990 $27,748,666 $69,102,344 $73,305,743 $328,159,749

Premium Volume at 1993 Assigned Risk Rates $26,032,214 $29,037,240 $8,864,586 $2,536,372 $1,907,405 $2,047,557 $6,185,080 $7,827,775 $16,786,852 $46,068,229 $51,478,752 $328,159,749

Residual Market Share (Calendar Year) 1.7% 2.0% < 1% < .3% < .2% < .2% < .3% < .7% < 1.3% 2.6% 3.8% 12.7%

Policies Issued Effective that Year 5,586 4,178 1,140 662 522 623 1,427 3,171 6,654 10,339 13,933 48,430

* 1998 Written Premium includes $5.8M for 8 suspected fraud cases.

2003 voluntary premium was $3.2B - used for 2003 & 2004 market share. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF ASSIGNMENT 
 
A. General Introduction 

 
Chapter 2004-266, Laws of Florida, signed into law by the Governor on 
May 28, 2004, requires the Auditor General to engage an independent 
consulting actuary to evaluate the rates and reserves of the FWCJUA 
(Florida Workers Compensation Joint Underwriting Association), 
established pursuant to Section 627.311(5), Florida Statutes.  The 
evaluation of the rates and reserves must include, for Sub-plan ”D,” a 
determination of the adequacy of the reserves established, including an 
estimate of any deficits incurred or anticipated.  The evaluation shall also 
include, for all sub-plans, an analysis of the impact of the rates identified in 
the most recent rate filing by the FWCJUA on anticipated reserves. 
 

B. Relationship of Reserves, Deficit, and Rates 
 
Determinations of the following values are all partially dependent upon the 
“best” estimate of required loss and allocated loss adjustment expense 
(ALAE) reserves reported by the FWCJUA actuary: 
 
1. Amount of reserves booked by the FWCJUA, 
 
2. Amount of deficit reported by the FWCJUA, and 
 
3. The rates implemented by the FWCJUA 
 

C. “Best” Estimate of Loss and ALAE Reserves Reported by FWCJUA 
Actuary 
 
There is no definition of a “best” estimate.  It is within actuarial standards 
to rely heavily on judgment rather than any specific methodological 
process. 
 

D. “Range of Reasonableness” 
 
The FWCJUA actuary provides the FWCJUA Management with a range of 
reserves around the actuary’s “best” estimate that the actuary believes is 
reasonable.  Management is expected to book a reserve amount that is 
within the FWCJUA actuary’s “range of reasonableness.” 
 

E. “Statutory Accounting Principles” (SAP) 
 
State insurance law and regulation requires reporting to the state of 
financial information prepared under SAP.  The primary purpose of SAP is 
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to provide financial reporting that is sufficiently conservative (i.e., 
understate income and/or owners equity) to minimize the likelihood that an 
insurer will be unable to pay its obligations.  In some instances, SAP will 
require recording of reserves that would not be required under generally 
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). 
 

F. Judgment is an Integral Part of Establishing Reserves and Rates 
 
It is important for the reader to understand and appreciate that 
determination of reserves and/or rates is not an exact science.  Booked 
reserves and/or rates are, in part, the result of management’s judgment.  
Furthermore, booked reserves and/or rates are not the result of a single 
judgment; they are the culmination of many individual judgments that lead 
to the final result. 
 

G. Cautions 
 
The calculations, analysis, and conclusions contained in this report are of 
a highly technical nature.  There are “Assumptions and Notes” and 
“Caveats and Limitations” sections in this report which we urge be given 
close attention. 
 
Anyone reading this report is advised that the reader may contact PICC 
for additional explanation of the report’s contents.  If the reader intends to 
make any judgments or decisions regarding the FWCJUA, the reader is 
advised to obtain its own expert analysis.  PICC accepts no responsibility 
for any financial decisions made that are based on this report. 
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
A. Reserves as of 12/31/03 

 
1. Components of FWCJUA Reserves 

 
The total reserves of the FWCJUA can be viewed as having the 
following components: 
 
a. Loss and ALAE – FWCJUA Actuary $38,900,000 
b. Additional Loss and ALAE – FWCJUA Mgmt. 8,400,000 
c. ULAE (a SAP reserve) 4,200,000 
d. Contra-Liability for LPT (13,800,000) 
e. Premium Deficiency Reserve $3,700,000 
f. Total Reserve (sum of (a) through (e)) $41,400,000 
 
Item (a) is the result of the FWCJUA actuary’s “best” estimate of 
unpaid loss and ALAE liabilities for all claims under FWCJUA 
policies that occurred on or before 12/31/03.  This estimate does 
not include any reduction for the fact that all FWCJUA liability for 
claims occurring prior to 1/1/2000 was transferred in 2000 to 
American Reinsurance Corporation as a result of the FWCJUA 
purchasing retroactive reinsurance called a loss portfolio transfer 
(LPT). 
 
Item (b) is the additional reserve for losses and ALAE booked by 
the FWCJUA’s management, over and above the “best” estimate of 
the FWCJUA’s actuary. 
 
Item (c) is allegedly required by SAP even though the FWCJUA 
purchased “cradle to grave” claims administration services from the 
Servicing Carrier.  As a result, the FWCJUA income statement and 
balance sheet record this same cost twice: once through the 
payment to the Servicing Carrier, and; a second time as a reserve 
for an amount that in all probability will never be paid. 
 
Item (d) is the offset booked by the FWCJUA to reflect the same 
amount of reserves included in item (a), but for which the FWCJUA 
has no material liability. 
 
Item (e) is a reserve required by SAP (but not GAAP), if it is 
expected that unearned premium as of 12/31/03 can not 
reasonably be expected to be sufficient to pay the losses and 
expenses associated with the unearned premiums when the 
premiums are earned. 
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2. PICC’s Estimate of Outstanding Liability 

 
No reasonable reserve can be large enough to cover every 
possible contingency.  It is PICC’s opinion that a lower bound for 
FWCJUA reserves is an estimate based on the average indicated 
reserve (i.e., it is expected that 50% of the time it is a reserve that 
turns out to be too high, and 50% of the time it is a reserve that 
turns out to be too low).  It is PICC’s opinion that a reserve 
expected to be too high 90% of the time, and too low 10% of the 
time (i.e., a reserve at the 90% confidence level) is appropriate for 
the FWCJUA.  It is also PICC’s opinion that a reserve calculated at 
the 90% confidence level, and assuming a substantially higher than 
typical of workers compensation insurers variance in claims costs, 
is a reasonable upper bound for FWCJUA reserves. 
 
Below is a summary of PICC’s recommended reserve as of 
12/31/03 for losses and ALAE. 
 
Lower Bound (Est. based on averages) $11,000,000 
Recommended Reserve (90% confidence level) $14,800,000 
Upper Bound (90% conf. level, incr. variance) $18,800,000 
 
PICC estimates that a reserve for loss and ALAE of approximately 
$14,800,000 would be reasonable to meet the FWCJUA’s actual 
net liabilities as of 12/31/03.  This estimate is based on analysis 
and assumptions described later in this report.  PICC notes that 
alternative assumptions discussed with the FWCJUA actuary may 
have the effect of increasing PICC’s estimate.  But, even with 
alternative assumptions, also discussed later in this report, PICC’s 
estimate of a reasonable reserve would still be under $18,800,000. 
 
There are judgments that are the foundation of PICC’s estimate.  
The most important of these judgments are: 
 
a. It is reasonable to use the methodologies performed by the 

FWCJUA actuary, substituting average results of the 
methodologies for the numerous instances where the 
FWCJUA actuary utilized “actuarial judgment” in its selection 
from the range of actual results of the methodologies. 

 
b. It is reasonable to apply a statistical approach to introducing 

conservatism to the estimate of reserves that would be 
sufficient in lieu of selecting a conservative reserve. 
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c. With respect to the statistical approach used by PICC to 
introduce conservatism, the parameters of the approach are 
reasonable. 

 
3. Reserve for Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense (ULAE) 

 
PICC believes that it is reasonable to expect that the Servicing 
Carrier (Travelers) will meet its obligation to provide the required 
claims administration services for claims that occurred prior to 
12/31/03 (services for which Travelers has been pre-paid by the 
FWCJUA) regardless of the future status of the FWCJUA.  Thus, as 
a practical matter, the $4,200,000 ULAE reserve held by the 
FWCJUA is unnecessary. 
 

4. Treatment of LPT 
 
As a practical matter the FWCJUA’s liability for claims that occurred 
prior to 1/1/2000 is zero.  Whether the FWCJUA initially provides no 
reserve for claims occurring prior to 1/1/2000, or instead includes a 
reserve for such claims and then posts an offsetting contra-liability, 
would have no material effect on the FWCJUA’s booked reserves if 
the FWCJUA were booking the “best” estimate.  However, 
establishing the “reasonable range” about the “best” estimate 
before eliminating the claims prior to 1/1/2000 results in a much 
higher upper bound of the “reasonable range”, and a reserve 
selected by the FWCJUA that is more likely to be excessive in light 
of the true liabilities of the FWCJUA. 
 

5. Premium Deficiency Reserve (PDR) 
 
A PDR is required under SAP (not GAAP) when it is “probable”, not 
just “possible”, that actual losses and expenses associated with 
unearned premium will exceed the unearned premium when it is 
earned (subsequent to 12/31/03).  The FWCJUA’s calculation of its 
PDR is dependent upon its booked reserve.  PICC replicated the 
FWCJUA’s PDR calculation substituting PICC’s average estimate 
of ultimate losses, and determined that no PDR is necessary.  
PICC concluded that there exists a probability of over 50 percent 
that Subplan D premium to be earned in the future will be sufficient 
to pay related losses and expenses. 

 
B. Sub-Plan D “Deficit” as of 12/31/03 

 
As shown in the table below (provided by the FWCJUA), the FWCJUA 
reported a deficit as of 12/31/03 for Sub-plan D of approximately 
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$9,900,000.  Income was $1,900,000, and losses and expenses totaled 
$11,800,000 ($1,900,000 - $11,800,000 = negative $9,900,000). 
 

 SECTION A - INCOME     
(1)  Net Premiums Earned  1,918,206   
(2)  Net Investment Income  2,161   
(3)  TOTAL EARNED INCOME    1,920,367

      
 SECTION B - LOSSES AND EXPENSES    

(4)  Losses Paid   49,539   
(5)  Case Reserves  254,904   
(6)  IBNR  2,058,853   
(7)  Total Losses  2,363,296   

      
(8)  Loss Expenses Paid - ULAE  1,566,069   
(9)  Loss Expenses Paid - ALAE  1,099   

(10)  Loss Expenses Incurred  1,567,168   
      

(11)  Underwriting Expenses  4,143,269   
      

(12)  Premium Deficiency Reserve  3,711,435   
      

(13)  TOTAL LOSSES AND EXPENSES    11,785,168
      
 SECTION C - ENDING 12/31/03 SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)  (9,864,801)

 
The fundamental problem with the above table provided by the FWCJUA 
is that there is a mismatch of income compared to losses and expenses.  
While Sub-plan D written premium as of 12/31/03 was $9,900,000.  Only 
$1,900,000 was earned as of 12/31/03 and reported as income.  However, 
expenses were reported as if all of the written premium was earned.  
While such reporting may be consistent with SAP in theory, it is not 
consistent with the true economic status of Sub-plan D.   
 
In the FWCJUA’s deficit calculation, reported income was $1,900,000 and 
the major components of losses and expenses were: 
 

Losses $2,400,000 
Loss Adjustment Expenses (LAE) 1,600,000 
Underwriting Expenses 4,100,000 
Premium Deficiency Reserve 3,700,000 
Total Losses and Expenses $11,800,000 
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Under the deficit calculation as of 12/31/03, as provided by the FWCJUA, 
if there were zero losses in Sub-plan D, and if the PDR is unnecessary, 
there would still be a deficit of approximately $3,800,000 (= $1,900,000 – 
$1,600,000 – $4,100,000).  PICC has not offered an alternative calculation 
of the Sub-plan D deficit, if any, because: 
 

 The incurred but not reported (IBNR) component of losses is based on 
the booked reserves, which PICC believes are higher than reasonable, 

 
 There is an economic mismatch when comparing as of 12/31/03, 

premium earned to pre-paid expenses that have not been earned by 
the vendor (this includes almost all LAE and a substantial portion of the 
underwriting expenses), 

 
 PICC anticipates that a disproportionate share of FWCJUA general 

administrative expense has been assigned to Sub-plan D policies. 
 
C. Rates 

 
Legislation enacted in 2004 requires separate rates for FWCJUA 
policyholders assigned to Tiers 1, 2 and 3.  HB-1251 mandates that for 
Tiers 1 and 2, rates be 125% and 150% of voluntary market rates, 
respectively.  There is no provision for actuarially sound rates for Tier 1 
and Tier 2 prior to January 1, 2007.  PICC recommends consideration of 
introducing actuarially sound rates for Tiers 1 and 2 at the earliest possible 
date (which would require new legislation). 
 
In the FWCJUA’s latest rate filing dated July 7, 2004, the only actuarial 
analysis provided by the FWCJUA is for Tier 3 rates.  The table below 
displays a comparison of the current surcharges, and the indicated 
surcharges calculated by PICC: 
 

Tier Current Surcharge PICC Indicated Surcharge
1 25% 71%
2 50% 66%
3 170% 127%

 
PICC has several issues with the FWCJUA rate calculation for Tier 3.  By 
far, the major cause of difference rests with the fact that the rates are 
based on the FWCJUA actuary’s “best” estimate of ultimate losses 
contained in its reserve study, which is substantially higher than PICC’s 
estimate. 
 
Based on the FWCJUA’s historical record and the FWCJUA’s actuarial 
judgment, the FWCJUA anticipates that 14.1% of premium will be 
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uncollectible in 2004.  PICC used that assumption in arriving at its 
indicated rate surcharges.  Uncollectible premium is a direct cause of 
higher rates and potential deficit.  By comparison, the countrywide 
percentage of uncollectible premium has averaged 3.3% over the last 5 
years in approximately two dozen states where NCCI operates workers 
compensation assigned risk programs. 
 

D. Management Discretion 
 
It is standard practice in the property–casualty insurance industry that 
reserves are determined by management, and management is 
encouraged to be conservative (high) in determining reserves in order to 
increase the likelihood that funds will be available to pay claimants when 
due.  The FWCJUA differs from traditional insurance companies in several 
respects.  In many instances, those differences suggest that reserves 
should be set at a level higher than the same management might set 
reserves for a traditional insurer, given the same premium and loss data.  
While PICC concurs that FWCJUA management should be conservative 
in determining reserves and rates, PICC believes that: (a) the degree of 
conservatism should be presented in a quantified manner, and (b) 
reserves as of 12/31/03, and rates implemented in 2004, are more 
conservative than necessary. 
 

E. Documentation of Judgments used to Determine Reserves and Rates 
 
1. Documentation of Actuarial Analysis 

 
The FWCJUA actuary, in determining its “best” estimate of 
indicated reserves, its estimate of a reasonable range of reserves, 
and its calculation of Tier 3 rates, makes numerous assumptions 
and judgments, some of which are inconsistent with the results of 
underlying calculations.  The actuarial reports on reserves, and the 
actuarial memorandum in support of the rate surcharge do not 
specifically identify these judgments, and do not discuss the basis 
of the judgments (e.g., what other relevant factors might have been 
considered, and what weights were assigned to such factors).  
Responses to written questions submitted by PICC as to the basis 
of judgments included responses such as “actuarial judgment.”  In a 
meeting with the FWCJUA actuary on November 4, 2004, PICC 
was advised that the FWCJUA actuary also does not maintain 
within its internal work papers documentation of the judgments 
made or the basis of the judgments. 
 
PICC notes that Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 9, 
Documentation and Disclosure in Property and Casualty Insurance 
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Ratemaking, Loss Reserving, and Valuations, promulgated by the 
Actuarial Standards Board, requires, in paragraph 5.2, 
documentation of an actuarial work product sufficient for another 
actuary practicing in the same field to evaluate the work.  Standard 
of Practice No. 9 further states that the documentation should 
describe clearly the material assumptions and methods.  Based on 
the responses provided to written questions submitted by PICC, 
and on the discussions with the FWCJUA actuary, it is not apparent 
to PICC that the FWCJUA actuary has fully complied with this 
Standard. 
 

2. Documentation of Management Decisions in Determining 
Reserves 
 
PICC requested information from the FWCJUA with respect to how 
Management selected its booked reserves from the various options 
within the “range of reasonableness” provided by the FWCJUA 
actuary.  Management provided agendas and minutes from Board 
meetings covering several years.  Such documentation clearly 
indicated that the Board had available the reports prepared by the 
FWCJUA actuary.  However, those documents did not provide 
information as to how the Board arrived at the specific amount it 
decided to book for reserves. 
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III. EXTENDED CONCLUSIONS 
 
A. Discussion of Process for Preparing Actuarial Review 

 
The approach implemented by Preferred Insurance Capital Consultants, 
LLC (PICC) has been to utilize the calculations and analysis provided by 
the FWCJUA and/or the FWCJUA’s consulting actuary in determining 
reserves and rates, and to make adjustments.  PICC has concentrated in 
this review on reserves booked as of 12/31/03 because the FWCJUA 
advised PICC that the FWCJUA does an annual year-end study of 
required reserves, and uses the results of that study to determine 
subsequent quarterly financial reporting (a practice not uncommon in the 
insurance industry).  Thus, conclusions relevant to estimates of ultimate 
losses and loss adjustment expenses, and to projected ultimate loss ratios 
do not change with respect to subsequent quarterly reports (e.g., as of the 
following March 31, June 30, and September 30). 
 
There are four Technical Appendices (A through D) included with this 
report.  Each of the appendices uses the FWCJUA actuary’s calculations 
as a starting point.  PICC changes are identified by bold font.  Parts not in 
bold are intended to be unchanged from calculations provided by the 
FWCJUA actuary. 
 
A brief description of each of the enclosed technical appendices is 
provided below, 
 
Technical Appendix A – provides calculation of indicated reserves as of 
12/31/03 based on an “average” or “mean best” estimate basis, and 
compares those results to the results of calculations done by the FWCJUA 
actuary. 
 
Technical Appendix B – is similar to Technical Appendix A, except that 
PICC’s calculation of indicated reserves as of 12/31/03 based on an 
“average” or “mean best” estimate basis is adjusted to reflect “parameter 
variance”, and compares those results to the results of calculations done 
by the FWCJUA actuary.  In addition, Technical Appendix B provides 
results that include provision for parameter variance and for “process 
variance” at selected confidence levels. 
 
Technical Appendix C – provides for Sub-plan D, calculation of indicated 
premium deficiency reserve and indicated deficit as of 12/31/03 on an 
“average” or “mean best” estimate basis, and compares those results to 
the results of calculations done by the FWCJUA actuary.  Technical 
Appendix C also provides the same calculations at a 90% confidence level 
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Technical Appendix D – provides indicated rate surcharges for Tiers 1, 2 
and 3. 

 
B. Judgment is an Integral Part of Establishing Reserves and Rates 

 
It is important for the reader to understand and appreciate that 
determination of reserves and/or rates is not an exact science.  Booked 
reserves and/or rates are in part the result of management’s judgment.  
Furthermore, booked reserves and/or rates are not the result of a single 
judgment, but rather are the culmination of many individual judgments that 
lead up to the final result. 
 
PICC has not attempted to analyze each of the literally hundreds of 
judgments underlying the reserves booked or rates calculated by the 
FWCJUA.  Instead, PICC has substituted average indications for each of 
the many judgments, and then compared its results to reserves booked by 
the FWCJUA.  Among the many judgments, stated or unstated, is a 
decision on what degree of conservatism is appropriate when establishing 
reserves.  PICC has selected as its reserve and/or rate level that amount 
which PICC expects to be sufficient and/or redundant 90% of the time.  
PICC’s approach to building in a provision for conservatism is discussed 
later in this report. 
 
Where PICC results differ from results as arrived at by the FWCJUA, 
PICC is not saying that the FWCJUA judgments are incorrect.  Rather, 
PICC is simply providing its results based on its own independent 
judgments. 

 
C. Review of Reserves as of 12/31/03 

 
The table below provides a comparison of “best” estimates of required 
reserves as calculated by the FWCJUA actuary with actual reserves 
booked by the FWCJUA: 

 
 FWCJUA FWCJUA

As of  Actuary's Management Booked as 
Dec. 31: "Best" Booked Pct. of "Best"

1999  23,800,000 35,500,000 149%
2000  20,800,000 32,600,000 157%
2001  21,900,000 32,000,000 146%
2002  28,800,000 36,600,000 127%
2003  43,100,000 51,500,000 119%

 138,400,000 188,200,000 136%
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A “best” estimate of required reserves is the result of subtracting 
payments to date from the “best” estimate of ultimate losses.  Thus, the 
“best” estimate of required reserves is in fact driven by the “best” estimate 
of ultimate losses.  The table below compares for the latest five accident 
years, the estimate by the FWCJUA actuary of the ultimate losses as of 
accident year end, to the FWCJUA actuary’s estimate for each accident 
year as of 12/31/03.  This table indicates that FWCJUA actuary initial 
“best” estimates are consistently too high, as measured by the FWCJUA 
actuary as of 12/31/03. 
 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

 
Est. by FWCJUA Actuary 

Dollars in Thousands Overstatement
 Est. of Ult. of Initial Estimate
 Loss & LAE Est. of Ult. as % of

Accident At Accident Loss & LAE 12/31/03 Est.
Year Year End At 12/31/2003 = [(b)-(c)]/(c)
1998 7,150 5,800 23%
1999 3,150 2,050 54%
2000 2,800 2,350 19%
2001 3,000 1,910 57%
2002 9,300 5,310 75%

Total / Average 25,400 17,420 46%
 
The results of “best” estimates performed by the FWCJUA actuary are 
producing results that seem counter-intuitive.  Several examples relating 
to results obtained from the FWCJUA actuary’s reports are listed below, 
and refer to the table on the following page. 
 
Row (11), cols. (f) and (g) – for accident year 1994 the average case 
reserve is decreased by $29,250, and the average IBNR per case is 
increased by $165,500. 
 
Row (12), cols. (c) and (d) – the average reserve per claim for accident 
year 1995 is $736,600 (= $80,000 + $656,600).  The reinsurance limits the 
total cost of the claim, including amounts already paid, to a maximum of 
$500,000 per claim. 
 
Row (22), cols. (f) and (g) – for all years combined the average case 
reserve increased by $5,405, and the average IBNR per case increased 
by $102,094 
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Net Indemnity and Medical Losses from FWCJUA Actuary's Reports 

 (a)  (b)  (c) (d)  (e)  (f)  (g) 
     Avg.     Change   
     Case Avg.    in Case  Change
    Reserve IBNR Ratio of  Reserve in IBNR
   No. Open Per per IBNR to  per per
 Accident  Indemnity Open Open Case  Open Open
 Year  Claims Claim Claim Reserves  Claim Claim
      
   As of 12/31/02 

(1) 1994   4  82,750  346,250  418%     
(2) 1995   10  31,800  226,000  711%     
(3) 1996   13  15,462  135,692  878%     
(4) 1997   3  3,667  327,000  8918%     
(5) 1998   7  77,857  62,000  80%     
(6) 1999   5  27,800  69,800  251%     
(7) 2000   8  21,375  107,375  502%     
(8) 2001   9  26,000  184,889  711%     
(9) 2002   36  16,222  186,583  1150%     

(10) Total / Avg.  95  26,674  172,768  648%     
             
   As of 12/31/03 

(11) 1994   4  53,500  511,750  957%  (29,250)  165,500 
(12) 1995   5  80,000  656,600  821%  48,200  430,600 
(13) 1996   13  11,000  165,692  1506%  (4,462)  30,000 
(14) 1997   3  14,000  315,000  2250%  10,333  (12,000)
(15) 1998   3  92,667  209,333  226%  14,810  147,333 
(16) 1999   3  24,667  109,000  442%  (3,133)  39,200 
(17) 2000   4  32,250  90,750  281%  10,875  (16,625)
(18) 2001   4  48,500  215,500  444%  22,500  30,611 
(19) 2002   12  13,500  284,083  2104%  (2,722)  97,500 
(20) 2003   121  19,223  123,364  642%     
(21) Total / Avg.  172  23,035  168,285  731%     

             
(22) Excl. AY 2003  51  32,078  274,863  857%  5,405  102,094 

 
Below, PICC provides a review of the FWCJUA’s booked reserves as of 
12/31/2003.  Loss and loss adjustment expense reserves are addressed 
net of reinsurance.  The FWCJUA entered into a retrospective reinsurance 
agreement (also called a loss portfolio transfer, or LPT) with respect to 
accidents occurring prior to 1/1/2000.  Statutory accounting suggests that 
net loss and loss adjustment expense reserves be booked as if the LPT 
did not exist, and then record a “contra liability” (essentially, an asset) to 
reflect the net losses and loss adjustment expenses that will be recovered 
from the reinsurer.  As a matter of simplification, PICC has compared the 
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FWCJUA reserve net of the contra liability, to PICC’s indicated reserves at 
both a 90% confidence level and a 95% confidence level, excluding 
accidents that occurred prior to 1/1/2000 (because the FWCJUA’s net 
liability for accidents occurring prior to 1/1/2000, for all practical purposes, 
is zero). 
 
Statutory insurance accounting requires that an insurer establish a 
“premium deficiency reserve” with respect to premium received and not 
earned if the premium to be earned in the future is believed to be 
insufficient to pay losses and certain expenses.  The FWCJUA calculates 
its rate adequacy based on the reserves it has established for loss and 
loss adjustment expense.  As a result, if the loss and loss adjustment 
expense reserve is overstated, the premium deficiency reserve will be 
overstated, and vice versa.  PICC has replicated the FWCJUA’s 
calculation of indicated premium deficiency reserve with one change: 
substituting expected loss ratios for Sub-plan D consistent with PICC 
average indication of ultimate losses.  Based on PICC’s calculation, PICC 
concludes that the premium deficiency reserve booked by the FWCJUA is 
unnecessary. 
 
Table A below displays a comparison of FWCJUA booked reserves with 
what PICC concludes would be an acceptable reserve.  PICC’s conclusion 
is that while the FWCJUA booked total reserves of $41,400,000 (see 
column (C), row (6)), a reserve of $14,800,000 would have been 
adequate.  The difference of $26,600,000 PICC attributes to additional 
“conservatism” on the part of FWCJUA management. 
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Table A 

(all amounts in thousands) 

  (A)  (B)  (C) 
      Loss & 
  Loss &    LAE (c) 

  
ALAE 

(a)  
ULAE 

(b)  =(A)+(B) 
       

(1) JUA Actuarial Estimate Prior to LPT 38,900  4,200  43,100
(2) JUA Booked Prior to LPT     51,500

       
(3) JUA Contra Liability for LPT     13,800

       
(4) JUA Reserve Net of All Reinsurance     

  =(2)-(3)     37,700
      

(5) JUA Premium Deficiency Reserve     3,700
       

(6) JUA Total Reserve = (4)+(5)     41,400
       
       

(7) PICC Avg. Indicated Reserve 22,600    22,600
(8) PICC Reserve at 90% Confidence Level     34,700

       
(9) PICC Avg. Indicated Reserve      

  for Years 2000 - 2003     11,000
(10) PICC Reserve at 90% Conf. Level      

  for Years 2000 - 2003     14,800
(11) PICC Reserve at 95% Conf. Level      

  for Years 2000 - 2003     15,800
       

(12) Diff. Between JUA Total Reserve      
 and PICC Reserve at 90% = (6)-(10)     26,600
       

(13) Diff. Between JUA Total Reserve      
 and PICC Reserve at 95% = (6)-(11)     25,600

 
The evaluation of the rates and reserves must include, for sub-plan ”D,” a 
determination of the adequacy of the reserves established, including an 
estimate of any deficits incurred or anticipated.  Sub-plan D came into 
existence as a result of Florida Senate Bill 50-A enacted in 2003.  The 
FWCJUA estimated that as of 12/31/2003 Sub-plan D had incurred a 
deficit of $9,900,000 on net earned premium of $1,900,000.  The 
FWCJUA reported that it had written approximately 1,800 Sub-plan D 
policies as of 12/31/03.  Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 4 
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displays the calculation of the deficit (columns (a) through (c)) provided by 
the FWCJUA. 
 
Table B, below provides an overview of the same information provided in 
Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 4.   
 

Table B 

 

Amount 
Per 

Policy  

% of Net 
Premium 

Earned
a. NET PREMIUM EARNED $1,066  - - -
b. NET LOSSES INCURRED: $1,313  123%
c. Loss Adjustment Expenses $871  82%
d. Servicing Carrier Fees Paid and Payable $1,304  122%
e. Commissions Paid and Payable $244  23%
f. Gen. & Admin. Expense Paid and Payable $423  40%
g. Dpt. of Labor Assessments Paid and 

Payable $317  30%
h. Sub-Tot. Expenses Excl. Prem. Deficiency 

Rsrv. $3,159  297%
   
i. Premium Deficiency Reserve $2,062  193%
   
j. TOTAL EXPENSES INCURRED $5,222  490%
   
h. GAIN (DEFICIT) ($5,480)  (514%)
 
With respect to net losses incurred and premium deficiency reserve (items 
(b) and (i) above), PICC separately addresses the actuarial 
reasonableness of the amounts reported by the FWCJUA.  However, it is 
important as respects the remaining entries to recognize that there is a 
mis-match of revenue and expenses created by the intricacies of 
“statutory accounting.” 
 
While total premium written is approximately $9,900,000, or about $5,500 
per policy, only $1,900,000, or approximately $1,066 per policy is earned.  
And, only earned premium is considered in the revenue part of the 
FWCJUA’s deficit calculation.  In the deficit calculation the full year’s worth 
of expense is recorded for each policy for unallocated loss adjustment 
expense (ULAE), and for all underwriting expenses.  The result is the 
appearance that on average each policy will produce an underwriting loss 
of $5,480, or 514% of premium.  However, with the passage of time, 
earned premium will increase, but the annualized ULAE and underwriting 
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expenses will remain the same for policies written through December 31, 
2003. 
 
The full calculation of the Sub-plan D deficit calculated by the FWCJUA, 
displayed in Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 4 shows that the 
revenue part of the deficit calculation is essentially net premium earned 
(i.e., earned premium net of reinsurance premium ceded), which is 
displayed in row (6).  Net premium earned per policy is approximately 
$1,066. 
 
Columns (d) through (f) in Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 4 are 
arithmetic added by PICC to help the reader appreciate some of the 
nuances of the FWCJUA calculation.  For example, note that the 
calculation records underwriting expenses of $4,351 dollars per policy 
(row (28)), and total expenses per policy of $5,222 (row (29)), against 
earned premium per policy of $1,066. 
 
Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 1 provides a recalculation of the 
indicated deficit as of 12/31/2003 for Sub-plan D, with only two differences 
from the calculation provided by the FWCJUA.  First, the estimate of 
ultimate losses displayed in row (14) is replaced by PICC’s mean estimate 
adjusted to a 90% confidence level.  This first change has two 
components: IBNR Reserves – Direct (i.e., incurred but not reported) in 
row (9), and; IBNR Reserves – Ceded.  The second change is that the 
FWCJUA’s calculation of the Premium Deficiency Reserve (row (27)), is 
replaced with PICC’s calculation at a 90% confidence level.  These two 
changes alone reduce the indicated deficit from $9,900,000 to 
approximately $6,700,000. 
 
Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 2 provides a recalculation of the 
indicated deficit as of 12/31/2003 for Sub-plan D, again with only two 
differences from the calculation provided by the FWCJUA.  First, the 
estimate of ultimate losses displayed in Table C, row (14) is replaced by 
PICC’s mean estimate.  This first change also has two components: IBNR 
Reserves – Direct (i.e., incurred but not reported) in row (9), and; IBNR 
Reserves – Ceded.  The second change is that the FWCJUA’s calculation 
of the Premium Deficiency Reserve (row (27)), is replaced with PICC’s 
calculation on a mean estimate basis (i.e., no premium deficiency reserve 
is needed).  These two changes alone reduce the indicated deficit from 
$9,900,000 to approximately $5,400,000. 
 
Perhaps even more telling when considering the relevance of the 
FWCJUA deficit calculation is the result when one replicates the 
calculation assuming that Sub-plan D policies incur zero losses.  Under 
this scenario, the FWCJUA calculation would still produce a deficit of 
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approximately $3,800,000 as of 12/31/03.  The calculation is provided in 
Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 3. 
 

D. Review of Latest Rates Implemented by the FWCJUA 
 
This project also requires that: “The evaluation shall also include, for all 
sub-plans, an analysis of the impact of the rates identified in the most 
recent rate filing by the FWCJUA on anticipated reserves.”  The most 
recent rate filing by the FWCJUA is the one submitted by the FWCJUA on 
July 7, 2004. 
 
HB-1251 mandates that for Tiers 1 and 2, rates be 125% and 150% of 
voluntary market rates, respectively.  In the FWCJUA’s filing, the only 
actuarial analysis provided by the FWCJUA is for Tier 3 rates.  The 
FWCJUA calculates an indicated rate differential to be applied to voluntary 
market (i.e., NCCI) rates of 2.699, which the FWCJUA rounds to 2.70.  
The calculated rate differential is then converted to a 170% surcharge on 
voluntary market rates for Tier 3 policyholders. 
 
The FWCJUA rate filing in part depends upon the FWCJUA actuary’s 
estimate of ultimate losses as calculated in its reserve study.  In PICC’s 
analysis of indicated rates for the FWCJUA, PICC utilizes the structure of 
the analysis submitted by the FWCJUA.  However, PICC departs from the 
FWCJUA analysis in two important respects: 
 
PICC relies upon its own estimate of ultimate losses by accident year, and 
after selecting an average expected cost, adjusts that expected cost to a 
90% confidence level. 
 
In some instances, the FWCJUA has calculated indicated results and then 
substituted its judgment for indicated results.  PICC has consistently used 
the average indicated results.  However, by substituting the average result 
and then adjusting that result to a 90% confidence level, PICC is in fact 
offering an explicit measure of conservatism in lieu of the unquantified 
conservatism resulting from judgments utilized by the FWCJUA. 
 
Table C, on the following page, provides a comparison of the current 
FWCJUA rate surcharges by Tier with indicated rate surcharges 
calculated by PICC. 
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Table C 

  Surcharges 
    Indicated by PICC 
Tier  Current  Mean  @90% CL
1  25%  50%  71%
2  50%  46%  66%
3  170%  100%  127%
     
CL = Confidence Level    
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IV. ANALYSIS 
 
A. Discussion of Management Judgment in Setting Reserves and Rates 

 
1. Review of Reserves as of 12/31/03 

 
Readers of this report must understand that booked reserves for 
any property casualty insurer (e.g., the FWCJUA) are always only 
an estimate of outstanding liabilities, not a certainty.  Actual future 
payments may be more than the reserves booked, or they may be 
less than the reserves booked.  The likelihood that actual future 
payments will exactly match booked reserves is virtually zero. 
 
In part because booked reserves are only an estimate, around 
which substantial uncertainty exists, insurers are required by 
statute and regulation to maintain adequate policyholder surplus.  
Policyholder surplus is approximately equivalent to “owners’ equity” 
in traditional accounting terminology.  Even if across several years, 
the aggregate of reserves is consistent with future payments, it is 
expected that for some years, actual loss payments will exceed 
reserves, and that surplus will be available to meet those additional 
payments.  In other years, actual payments will be below booked 
reserves, and the “excess” can be used to replenish surplus.   
 
Actual future payments vary from the mean best estimate of 
reserves required to pay actual future payments for two reasons: 
 
a. Parameter Variance – that is, one or more of the 

assumptions and calculated values used to determine the 
mean best estimate of required reserves turns out to be 
inconsistent with the actual results when the results finally 
become known.  For example, a trend of 2% is expected, 
and actual inflation raises costs by 5%. 

 
b. Process Variance – that is, all assumptions and calculated 

values turn out to be correct, but random variation causes an 
actual result to occur that is different from the expected 
result (in colloquial terms, unexpected good or bad luck 
occurs).  By analogy, if a fair coin is tossed 100 times, 50 is 
the mean best estimate of the expected number of heads, 
but due to random variation (luck), out of 100 tosses it is 
possible that only 40 heads appear. 

 
If a booked reserve is the mean estimate, there is a slightly higher 
than 50% probability that actual future payments will be less than 
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the booked reserve, and a slightly less than 50% probability that 
actual payments will be more than the booked reserve.  By booking 
a reserve higher than the mean estimate, the probability is 
increased that actual payments will be less than the reserve, and 
the probability is decreased that actual future payments will be 
greater than the booked reserve.   
 

2. Surplus 
 
For whatever policyholder surplus is recorded by the FWCJUA at a 
point in time (e.g., 12/31/03), if the loss reserve as of that point in 
time turns out to be larger than the actual future payments for which 
the reserve was set aside, then the policyholder surplus at the point 
in time was understated (and if the loss reserve was understated, 
the policyholder surplus was overstated). 
 
The major purposes of surplus are to: 
 
a. Have money available to pay losses at times when actual 

loss payments turn out to be greater than the loss reserves 
set aside to make those payments. 

 
b. Fund short-term periods of rate inadequacy if such 

conditions exist. 
 
c. Provide sufficient surplus to support increases in annual 

written premium. 
 
With respect to payments turning out to be larger than reserves, if a 
traditional insurer does not have sufficient money reserved and/or 
in surplus to pay claims, the insurance department will liquidate the 
insurer.  If the FWCJUA does not have sufficient money reserved 
and/or in surplus to pay claims, the FWCJUA is required to assess 
policyholders for the deficiency.  Thus, being a JUA does not by 
itself cause any disadvantage, as compared to a traditional insurer, 
as respects the need to have adequate loss reserves and a 
reasonable amount of surplus. 
 
With respect to short-term periods of rate inadequacy, in some 
ways the FWCJUA historically has been in a stronger position than 
traditional insurers in Florida.  That is because the FWCJUA had 
the authority to change its rates immediately, as compared to 
insurers that must all use NCCI rates that are subject to prior 
regulatory approval.  Legislation in 2003, and in 2004, that 
mandates specific rates or rate surcharges for particular sub-plans 
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or tiers of employers reduces the ability of the FWCJUA to 
withstand periods of rate inadequacy, and thus requires more 
conservative judgment on the part of FWCJUA management in 
areas where statutes do not prohibit judgment. 
 
With respect to supporting increases in premium volume, the 
FWCJUA is at a substantial disadvantage when compared to 
traditional insurers for the simple reason that an insurer has control 
over how much business it writes, and the FWCJUA has zero 
control over how much business it writes.  Subject to eligibility 
requirements, the FWCJUA must write every employer that applies 
for coverage.  If traditional insurers restrict their willingness to write 
in Florida, all business rejected by traditional insurers ends up in 
the FWCJUA.  Thus, the FWCJUA must maintain a substantially 
stronger than average surplus.  Being the insurer of last resort, by 
itself, does not affect the need to have more, or less, adequate loss 
reserves. 

 
3. Rates and Rating Plans 

 
The combination of rates and rating plans determines the ultimate 
premium charged to a FWCJUA policyholder.  Premium is intended 
to cover the expected ultimate cost of claims, expenses of the 
insurer, and, for private insurers, a reasonable return on the surplus 
(equity) necessary to support the insurance operations.  The 
FWCJUA has several characteristics that are inherently different 
from private insurers: 
 
a. The FWCJUA is not able to control the number of insureds, 

or amount of premium, it will be called upon to write.  
Instead, the FWCJUA must write the insurance for all of the 
employers rejected by the private insurers. 

 
b. The FWCJUA de facto must charge premiums that are 

higher than the private insurers for at least the following 
reasons: 
 
i. The FWCJUA by its nature should never be 

competing with private insurers for business. 
 
ii. The employers insured by the FWCJUA on average, 

although not necessarily for each individual employer, 
have higher expected costs per $100 of payroll (i.e., 
per unit of exposure. 
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4. Assessments Levied on FWCJUA Policyholders 
 
The Florida statutes permit assessments on Tier 3 policyholders.  
That is, the FWCJUA may determine that the premium of a group of 
employers was inadequate, and it is necessary for the FWCJUA to 
go back to those policyholders and levy a pro-rata assessment, 
whether or not they are still currently insured by the FWCJUA.  This 
is a right that the FWCJUA appropriately makes great effort to 
avoid exercising. 

 
B. Net (of Reinsurance) Reserves Booked as of December 31, 2003 

 
1. Overview of the Process 

 
Each year, the FWCJUA has an actuarial consulting firm (the same 
firm since the FWCJUA was established in 1994) prepare a report 
that provides the consultant’s “best” estimate of required reserves, 
and a “range of reasonableness” for booked reserves.  The 
FWCJUA then books a reserve that is within the consultant’s range 
of reasonableness.  The range of reasonableness has both a lower 
bound and a higher bound.  Each of the bounds is determined by 
the judgment of the FWCJUA actuary.  The FWCJUA actuary sets 
the lower bound at 90% (90% is a judgment) of the reserve 
indicated by the actuary’s “best” estimate of the required reserve.  
The FWCJUA actuary sets the higher bound as the reserve that 
would result if the actuary increases its selected “tail” loss 
development factors by 50% (which is also a judgment). 
 
The FWCJUA management executed a retroactive reinsurance 
contract in August 2000, commonly called a loss portfolio transfer, 
or LPT.  Under this LPT, the FWCJUA paid a fixed dollar amount to 
American Reinsurance Corporation (AmRe), and AmRe assumed 
virtually all future responsibility for payments on accidents occurring 
prior to 1/1/2000.  The FWCJUA actuary determines its estimate of 
indicated reserves without reduction for losses that will be 
reimbursed by AmRe.  The FWCJUA books reserves without 
reduction for losses that will be reimbursed by AmRe, and then 
books a “contra” liability (i.e., a negative liability, which is analogous 
to an asset) to reflect elsewhere on its balance sheet the fact that 
liability for losses on the balance sheet are not net of expected 
reimbursements from AmRe. 
 
Because a multi-step process is used by the FWCJUA to account 
for its liabilities, PICC has addresses each of the steps separately.  
The steps are: 
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a. Establish mean estimate of indicated reserves;  
 
b. Establish range of reasonableness; 
 
c. Establish booked reserve; and 
 
d. Reduce liability to be net of LPT. 

 
2. Mean Estimate 

 
A “mean estimate,” is an estimate that is the average or most likely 
outcome from among a variety of possible actual results.  Such an 
estimate is sometimes called a “mean best estimate” (actuarial 
literature suggests using the terms “mean” and “best” together, is 
redundant), or “best estimate.”  This estimate usually assumes that 
all of the inputs and assumptions are correct.  It is PICC’s 
understanding that the FWCJUA’s actuary when making 
assumptions or selections in arriving at its “best” estimate, tends to 
be “conservative” (higher indicated reserve). 
 
Establishing an estimate of indicated reserves requires numerous 
actuarial judgments.  PICC in its evaluation of the adequacy of 
FWCJUA’s actuarial best estimate of required reserves did not 
attempt to analyze each of the literally hundreds of judgments 
made by the FWCJUA’s actuary.  Instead, PICC substituted 
average results for each of the numerous judgments made by the 
FWCJUA actuary. 
 
PICC implemented the same methods to calculate indicated 
ultimate losses that were implemented by the FWCJUA actuary, but 
used averages rather than judgment selections made by the 
FWCJUA actuary.  New exhibits created by PICC are annotated 
accordingly. 
 
Technical Appendix A displays PICC’s calculation of required 
reserves based on the average of the various methodologies 
implemented by the FWCJUA actuary.  When reviewing Technical 
Appendix A, the reader should be aware that the appendix is a 
spreadsheet supplied by the FWCJUA actuary, and modified by 
PICC.  Each modification implemented by PICC is printed in bold. 
 
Below is an over view of the numerous actuarial judgments 
implemented by the FWCJUA actuary to arrive at its “best” estimate 
of indicated reserves. 
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a. Age to Age Loss Development Factors (LDFs) – there are 10 

years of LDFs based on FWCJUA experience, plus a “tail” 
LDF.  Each dollar loss component is addressed separately 
for indemnity and medical, and separately for gross of (prior 
to) reinsurance and net of reinsurance.  Further, the 
FWCJUA actuary decided to analyze loss development in six 
month, rather than annual, increments that doubles the 
number of judgment decisions to be made.  To determine 
incurred loss LDFs reflects 84 separate judgments by the 
FWCJUA actuary ((10 x 2 + 1 = 21) x 2 x 2 = 84).  The 
FWCJUA actuary uses several separate development 
patterns for FWCJUA loss dollars data: (1) incurred loss 
development; (2) paid loss development; and (3) case 
reserve development.  There are 252 judgments solely for 
development of loss dollars (84 x 3 = 252). 

 
b. Age to Age Claim Count Development Factors (CDFs) – the 

FWCJUA actuary determines CDFs for (1) total claim count 
development; (2) ratio of claims closed with indemnity 
payment to claims closed with any payment development; 
and (3) number of indemnity incurred claims development.  
Solely for claim count related development there are 63 
separate judgments (21 x 3 = 63).   

 
c. Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense Development Factors 

(ALAEDFs) – the FWCJUA actuary determines ALAEDFs for 
paid ALAE, and for the ratio of paid ALAE to paid indemnity 
losses, which results in 44 additional actuarial judgments. 

 
d. Selection of Ultimate Losses Based on Results of Multiple 

Methods – for the 7 oldest years of FWCJUA experience the 
FWCJUA actuary implements 5 different methods.  For the 3 
newest years of FWCJUA experience the FWCJUA actuary 
implements 6 different methods.  From the results by year, 
actuarial judgment determines the best estimate of ultimate 
losses (i.e., 10 judgments).  The methods are applied 
separately for indemnity and medical losses, separately by 
net and gross of reinsurance, resulting in a total of 40 
judgment selections of ultimate losses. 

 
e. There are numerous judgments implemented as respects 

premium development, collectibility of premium due, and a 
variety of other judgments. 
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PICC in its evaluation of the adequacy of FWCJUA’s actuarial 
estimate of required reserves did not attempt to analyze each of the 
literally hundreds of judgments made by the FWCJUA’s actuary.  
Instead, PICC noted that with respect to selection of Age to Age 
Development Factors (AADFs), the FWCJUA actuary was 
judgmentally making its selection of each AADF after viewing the 
results of average AADFs calculated based of a variety of 
averaging methods.  PICC then made its selection of each AADF 
such that the unweighted average of the results of the FWCJUA 
actuary’s averaging methods was always PICC’s selected AADF. 
 
Similarly, after determining selected AADFs, the FWCJUA actuary 
calculated indicated ultimate losses using several methods, and 
then judgmentally selected ultimate losses, year by year on both a 
net and gross of reinsurance basis, separately for indemnity and 
medical losses. 
 
PICC implemented the same methods to calculate indicated 
ultimate losses implemented by the FWCJUA actuary, but used 
average of averages AADFs rather than judgmentally selecting 
AADFs as was done by the FWCJUA actuary.  And, rather than 
judgmentally selecting estimated ultimate losses as was done by 
the FWCJUA actuary, PICC’s “selection” by year, gross and net of 
reinsurance, and by type of loss, was in all instances the 
unweighted average of the results from the various methods 
implemented by the FWCJUA actuary to estimate ultimate losses. 
 

3. Range of Reasonableness 
 
A mean estimate of an indicated reserve is one where it is expected 
that approximately 50% of the time, the actual future payments will 
exceed the estimate, and approximately 50% of the time actual 
future payments will be less than actual future payments.  PICC 
has differed from the FWCJUA actuary in how to address the 
probability that in some years actual losses will exceed indicated 
reserves.   
 
a. PICC first calculated indicated reserves based on selection 

of “average” results in each step of the calculations 
performed by the FWCJUA actuary.   

 
b. PICC then recalculated indicated reserves as described in 

(a) above, but with the “tail” loss development factors 
increased by 50%.  The purpose of this calculation is to 
introduce an upper bound factor to reflect parameter 
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variance.  PICC selected this procedure to reflect parameter 
variance because the process was already being used by 
the FWCJUA actuary in establishing that actuary’s upper 
bound. 

 
c. PICC used the results from (b) above to then account for 

process variance.  Accounting for process variance is often 
done by application of “Monte Carlo” computer simulation.  
PICC ran such simulations of the indicated reserves 
including the “tail” loss development factor adjustment, 1,000 
times.  Running the computer simulation requires certain 
inputs: 
 
i. An expected distribution of losses by size of claim.  

PICC used the Lognormal distribution, a common 
choice among actuaries for workers compensation. 

 
ii. An expected distribution of claim frequency.  PICC 

used the Poisson distribution, a common choice 
among actuaries for workers compensation. 

 
iii. An expected coefficient of variation (CV).  PICC used 

a CV of 3.0, a common choice among actuaries for 
workers compensation.  This is essentially a measure 
of the variability among individual claims of 
outstanding loss from one claim to the next, 

 
iv. An expected number of claims.  PICC used the 

number of open claims, including IBNR claims (as 
calculated by the FWCJUA actuary). 

 
v. An expected average severity.  PICC calculated this 

value by dividing the indicated reserve including the 
50% “tail” adjustment by the number of open claims. 

 
Technical Appendix B, Schedule 1, Sheet 2, column (3) displays 
PICC’s indicated reserves net of reinsurance and net of the LPT ata 
variety of confidence levels. 
 
It is preferable that item (iii.) above, the CV, be calculated using the 
FWCJUA’s historical data.  PICC did not have access to the 
individual claim data necessary to separately calculate a CV based 
on FWCJUA data.  Instead, PICC assumed a CV of 3.0.  PICC’s 
assumption is based on the experience of its staff related to other 
workers compensation insurers and self-insurers (albeit, not JUAs).  
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PICC’s assumption is also based on reviews of reports by other 
actuarial consulting firms indicating CVs in the range of 1.5 to 3.0 
for workers compensation.  Finally, PICC’s assumption of a CV of 
3.0 is based on its experience “curve fitting” to match a size of loss 
distribution with excess loss factors published by NCCI in an 
assignment for a reinsurer a few years ago. 
 
In a discussion on November 4, 2004 with the FWCJUA actuary, 
that actuary stated that it was his experience that a CV of 7.0, or 
even 15.0, were reasonable expectations of the CV underlying the 
FWCJUA size of claim distribution.  While PICC has not seen data 
that would support the FWCJUA actuary’s assertion, nonetheless 
PICC performed a sensitivity analysis on alternate assumptions for 
the CV. 
 
The table below provides indicated reserves at mean, 90% and 
95% probability levels based on CVs of 3.0, 7.0, and 15.0 for 
comparison with the total reserve net of LPT booked by the 
FWCJUA. 
 

Assumed CV 
3.0 7.0 15.0 

(dollars in thousands) 
Booked 41,400 41,400 41,400  

   
PICC:    
Mean 11,000 11,000 11,000  
90% 14,800 16,700 18,800  
95% 15,800 19,200 24,700  

 
As can be observed in the table above, if the FWCJUA actuary’s 
assumption about the CV inherent in the FWCJUA’s claim data is 
correct, PICC’s assumption of a CV of 3.0 would understate the 
indicated reserve at higher probability levels.  Two further 
conclusions can also be drawn from the above table.   
 
An accurate analysis of the CV is of lesser importance at lower 
probability levels.  For example, at 90% the difference between the 
result at a 3.0 CV, and the result at a 15.0 CV is $4,000,000.  At 
95% the difference is $8,900,000.  This difference also 
demonstrates that as one progressively requires a higher level of 
probability, the required reserve increases exponentially (as does 
the probability that the reserve will ultimately turn out to be 
substantially excessive). 
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Second, the booked reserve is substantially higher than the net 
reserve calculated by PICC using a 15.0 CV at the 90% and 95% 
probability levels. 
 

4. Booked Reserve for Losses and Loss Adjustment Expense Net 
of LPT 
 
Because of the LPT executed by the FWCJUA, for all practical 
purposes, the FWCJUA has zero expected liability for accidents 
that occurred prior to 1/1/2000.  While booking reserves for 
accidents occurring prior to 1/1/2000 may comply with statutory 
accounting practices, the effect is to overstate the true liabilities of 
the FWCJUA, particularly given that the FWCJUA selects a reserve 
level greater than its actuary’s “best” estimate. 
 

5. Relationship of Reserves to Surplus 
 
In general terms, for each dollar that loss reserves are overstated 
(or understated), true policyholder surplus is understated (or over 
stated).  For example, if loss reserves are overstated by 
$1,000,000, then true surplus is understated by approximately 
$1,000,000. 
 
The FWCJUA Annual Statement (AS) for the year ending 12/31/03 
displays a negative Surplus (page 3, line 35) of $4,500,000.  That 
is, the AS is indicating that as of December 31, 2003 FWCJUA 
resources necessary to pay claims is inadequate by $4,500,000.  
PICC disagrees that the FWCJUA was in a deficit position as of 
December 31, 2003.   
 

C. Sub-Plan D Deficit as of 12/31/03 
 
1. Definition of “Deficit” 

 
“Webster’s New World Dictionary”, Third College Edition, copyright 
1988, defines the word “deficit” as the amount by which a sum of 
money is less than the required amount; specifically, an excess of 
liabilities over assets, of losses over profits, or of expenditure over 
income. 
 
Taking the portion of the definition: “the amount by which a sum of 
money is less than the required amount” leaves to judgment the 
quantification of “required amount.”  As noted earlier, reserves are 
an estimate of liabilities, and subject to significant variance.  And 
thus, it would seem reasonable to include in the required amount 
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some provision for the possibility that actual losses end up being an 
amount larger than the mean estimate of the indicated reserve. 
 
Taking the portion of the definition: “specifically, an excess of 
liabilities over assets” would require that the most probable 
outcome as respects reserves versus future payments should be 
the measure of liabilities. 

 
2. Mean Estimate Versus 90% (or Other) Confidence Level 

 
PICC has utilized the framework of the deficit calculation provided 
by the FWCJUA, with certain changes, to provide estimates of the 
Sub-plan D deficit as of 12/31/03.  Under one scenario PICC uses 
the estimate of ultimate losses from the reserve study based on 
“average of averages” without the introduction of confidence level 
analysis.  Under a second scenario, PICC replicates the first 
scenario, but introduces its estimate of ultimate losses at a 90% 
confidence level.  Under a third scenario PICC calculates the 
indicated deficit using the FWCJUA’s process, but assuming than 
zero losses are incurred by Sub-plan D policyholders. 
 
Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 4 displays the 
FWCJUA’s calculation of the Sub-plan D deficit ($9,865,000). 
 
Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 2 displays PICC’s 
indicated deficit ($5,383,000) using FWCJUA’s calculation, and 
substituting PICC’s average of averages estimate of ultimate 
losses. 
 
Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 1 displays PICC’s 
indicated deficit ($6,677,000) using FWCJUA’s calculation, and 
substituting PICC’s 90% confidence level estimate of ultimate 
losses. 
 
Finally, Technical Appendix C, Schedule 2, Sheet 3 demonstartes 
that the FWCJUA calculation of the Sub-plan D deficit would be 
$3,789,000 even if the policyholders in Sub-plan D had zero losses. 
 
PICC believes it is beyond the scope of its actuarial assignment to 
support the selection of one result over the other in determining the 
deficit.  Rather, evaluation of the deficit depends upon the funding 
level (of losses, and of expenses) that the reader finds appropriate. 
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D. Current Rates 
 
The FWCJUA’s rate level analysis is dependent in part on the FWCJUA’s 
actuarial analysis underlying required reserves as of 12/31/03.  PICC has 
implemented FWCJUA’s rate level analysis, but introduced changes 
(identified in bold) as displayed in Technical Appendix D.  The changes 
are as follow: 
 
1. Estimate of Ultimate Losses 

 
PICC has used its estimate of ultimate losses based on average of 
averages in lieu of judgment selections introduced by the FWCJUA 
actuary.  PICC has then adjusted its results to a 90% confidence 
level. 

 
2. Relativity of Expected Losses by Tier 

 
The FWCJUA actuary judgmentally selected a loss ratio relativity of 
1.15 for Tier 3 as compared to the FWCJUA overall loss ratio.  
PICC analyzed data for FWCJUA policies that NCCI provided to the 
FWCJUA actuary (for use in calculation of the impact of current 
surcharges by tier) and found no valid basis for this judgmental 
selection.  Although insureds placed in Tier 3 are expected to have 
higher losses than insureds placed in Tiers 1 and 2, Tier 3 
premiums will also be higher due to experience modification factors 
above 1.10.  ARAP surcharges will increase Tier 3 standard 
premiums even higher.  PICC found that the loss ratios for Tier 3 
insureds based on premiums modified to reflect loss experience 
were not demonstrably worse than the loss ratios for Tiers 1 and 2. 
 
In response to a follow up data request, the FWCJUA actuary 
provided to PICC a file that the FWCJUA actuary had obtained from 
NCCI containing data by risk for policies becoming effective from 
1994 through October 2002.  The FWCJUA actuary had 
implemented a “probabilistic model” applied to policies that became 
effective between 1/1/01 and 10/31/02 (22 months). 
 
PICC conducted two comparisons to review the likely 
reasonableness of the FWCJUA actuary’s assumption that a 1.15 
factor should be applied in determination of the Tier 3 expected 
loss ratio and resultant Tier 3 surcharge (FWCJUA actuary’s 
Actuarial Memorandum, Exh. II, Sheet 1, Row (10)). 
 
a. Using the data from 1994 through October 2002, PICC 

compared the loss ratio (losses divided by premium after 
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experience rating) of all risks with a experience rating 
modification greater than 1.10 (a Tier 3 eligibility requirement 
– over 90% of the Tier 3 volume is expected to be in Tier 3 
because of this criterion) to the loss ratio of all remaining 
risks. 

 
b. Using the data from January 2001 through October 2002, 

and the assignment of risks to Tiers using the FWCJUA’s 
probabilistic model, PICC compared the loss ratio of risks 
expected to be assigned to Tier 3 to the loss ratio for all 
other risks. 

 
Neither of the above two comparisons supported a Tier 3 loss ratio 
relativity above 1.00.  Accordingly, in PICC’s calculation of the 
indicated surcharge, PICC substituted a Tier 3 loss ratio relativity 
factor of 1.00 for the FWCJUA actuary’s assumed factor of 1.15. 

 
3. Expense Provisions Underlying Current Tier 3 Rates 

 
PICC accepted the expense provisions underlying the FWCJUA 
actuary’s calculation of the rate surcharge for Tier 3, and assumed 
that the same expense provisions apply to all three Tiers. 

 
4. Provision for Contingency 

 
The FWCJUA actuary introduced a 5% of premium provision for 
“contingency.”  There was no support for why such a value should 
be 5% as compared to any other number (e.g., 0% or 10%), other 
than “judgment.”  PICC omitted this provision because PICC’s 
estimate of losses is at the 90% confidence level, which by 
definition includes quantified provision for contingency. 

 
5. Provision for Surplus 

 
The FWCJUA actuary introduces a 0% of premium provision for 
“surplus.”  This is mathematically equivalent to not having any 
provision for growth of surplus.  PICC believes it would be 
appropriate for the FWCJUA to anticipate future premium volume, 
and to adjust the provision for surplus to a higher value when it 
anticipates premium growth, and to a lower (including negative), 
when it anticipates that future premium writings in the FWCJUA will 
decrease.  PICC concludes while such analysis is appropriate, it is 
beyond the scope of this project, and PICC accepted the 0% 
provision for surplus growth at this time. 
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6. Investment Income 
 
The FWCJUA discounts losses in its rate level analysis using a 
1.5% interest rate, and an assumed 14 year payment pattern to 
arrive at a 95% discount factor to apply to nominal losses.  PICC 
uses interest rates ranging from 1.75% to 4.2% depending on the 
expected timing of payments (lowest interest rates for payments 
expected to be made soonest, higher interest rates for payments 
expected to be made years from now), and the payment pattern 
derived directly from the paid loss development factors used in the 
analysis to determine ultimate losses.  PICC calculates a discount 
factor of 91.2%. 

 
7. Tiers 1 and 2 

 
Because HB-1251 mandates rate surcharges for Tiers 1 and 2, the 
FWCJUA did not file indicated surcharges for these two Tiers.  
PICC used the same process as it used for Tier 3 to calculate 
indicated surcharges for Tiers 1 and 2.  To state the obvious, 
Florida statute sets the surcharges for Tiers 1 and 2, and the 
indicated surcharges for Tiers 1 and 2 are provided only for 
informational purposes. 
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V. ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 
 
A. FWCJUA Reserves and Rates Need to be “Conservative” 

 
Both the FWCJUA and PICC conclude that booking of reserves, and 
determination of rates, need to be done on a conservative (i.e., higher 
than mean expected) basis.  There is a fundamental difference in 
approach as respects both reserving and ratemaking by the FWCJUA as 
compared to PICC.  That difference is that the FWCJUA has introduced 
conservatism by implementing many judgments that, when combined in a 
single analysis, produce a conservative result.  The FWCJUA process 
does not allow quantification of the dollar effect of the various conservative 
judgments. 
 
PICC, on the other hand, recommends introducing conservatism by 
utilizing a probability of outcomes or confidence level methodology.  A 
fundamental difference between the two approaches is that with the 
FWCJUA approach it is very difficult for anyone to evaluate how much of a 
reported deficit, or rate increase, is due only to the unquantified level of 
conservatism, while in the PICC approach the level of conservatism is 
explicitly identified. 
 

B. Expenses in Operating the FWCJUA 
 
It is outside of the scope of this actuarial assignment to specifically 
evaluate the expenses of the FWCJUA that are a combination of internal 
administrative expenses, and expenses charged by the servicing carrier.  
However, the fact that Sub-plan D would generate a deficit with zero loss 
dollars does suggest that the FWCJUA should look at whether both 
internal administrative expenses and servicing carrier expenses can be 
reduced. 
 

C. Uncollectible Premium 
 
The cost of uncollected premium is shifted to FWCJUA policyholders who 
do pay their premium.  The percentage of written premium recorded by the 
FWCJUA as uncollectible is substantially higher than the percentage of 
uncollectible premium recorded by other state assigned risk programs.   
 
NCCI staff advised PICC that uncollectible premium cited for other states 
were reported in accordance with the NAIC’s instructions for the annual 
statement.  It is PICC’s understanding that the FWCJUA’s reporting of 
uncollectible premium is determined in the same manner, and thus the 
percentage of uncollectible premium to total premium reported by the 
FWCJUA is comparable to percentages in other states. 
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It is outside of the scope of this actuarial assignment to specifically 
evaluate the causes of uncollectible premium, and the efficiency of actions 
by the FWCJUA to remedy the problem.  However, the disparity as 
compared to other states does suggest that improvement is possible. 
 

D. “Medical Only” Versus “Lost Time” Claims 
 
“Medical Only” (MO) claims are those where the injured workers receive 
medical treatment and return to work before becoming eligible for 
indemnity payments.  “Lost time” (LT) claims are those where the injured 
workers receive both medical treatment and indemnity payments.  NCCI 
data indicates that in the Florida voluntary market, approximately 23% of 
all claims are LT and that on average, LT claims cost 73 times the 
average cost of MO claims.   
 
The FWCJUA actuary’s report on reserves as of 12/31/03 indicates that 
39% of all FWCJUA claims involve indemnity payments.  The 
comparatively high proportion of FWCJUA claims requiring indemnity 
payment may be due to the nature of FWCJUA employers and injured 
workers (more hazardous occupations, less cooperative policyholders, 
etc).  However, it is possible that part of the reason for the high proportion 
of LT claims being paid by the FWCJUA rests with either the 
administration, or the servicing carrier, or both.  PICC recommends that 
effectiveness of claim adjustment be given additional attention. 
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VI. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTES 
 
A. Time Periods - The experience is categorized by accident year, and includes 

claims incurred through December 31, 2003 of the indicated year.  The 
valuation date for the study is December 31, 2003. 
 

B. Data Specifications - Claim amounts are shown as dollars, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
 

C. Consistency - The conclusions are predicated on the assumptions that the 
selected reporting, reserving, and payment patterns, frequency and severity 
trends, and claim distributions apply, and will continue to apply, to the 
program (insured book of business).  The risk exposure covered by the 
program as well as the claim reserving, management, and settlement 
practices are assumed to be consistent over time, except as noted. 
 

D. Discounting - The conclusions, except where specifically stated, do not 
include any discount for future investment income. 
 

E. Contingency Margin - The conclusions do not include any unstated margin 
for unanticipated contingencies. 
 

F. Trend - There are several instances in both the reserve study and rate filing 
prepared by the FWCJUA actuary where trend factors are used and 
attributed to NCCI.  PICC in its analysis used the same trend factors used by 
the FWCJUA actuary without independently evaluating the reasonableness 
of trend factors used by the FWCJUA actuary.  However, PICC notes that in 
some instances the trend factors used by the FWCJUA actuary are not 
consistent with trend factors approved by the Florida Office of Insurance 
Regulation. 
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VII. CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
A. Entire Document - The study conclusions are developed in the 

accompanying text and exhibits, which together comprise the report. 
 

B. Distribution - The report in draft format was prepared for the sole use of 
the Auditor General, and distribution to others without our prior written 
consent is unauthorized.  With our consent, the draft report may be 
distributed only in its entirety. 
 

C. Data Reliance - The data for this study was provided by the FWCJUA 
and/or the actuary for the FWCJUA.  In the study, we relied on the 
accuracy and completeness of this data without independent audit.  If the 
data is inaccurate or incomplete, our findings and conclusions may need 
to be revised. 
 

D. Management Reliance - Information concerning the risks insured, 
underwriting, and pricing was provided by Laura S. Torrence, Executive 
Director and Secretary of the FWCJUA, Laura Reay Lopez, Treasurer for 
the FWCJUA, and the FWCJUA’s actuary.  In the study, we relied on the 
accuracy and completeness of this information without independent 
verification.  If the information is inaccurate or incomplete, our findings and 
conclusions may need to be revised. 
 

E. Reinsurance - All reinsurance was considered to be valid and fully 
collectible, as asserted by the FWCJUA.  We made no assessment, and 
do not express any opinion, concerning the appropriateness of this 
assertion.  PICC does note that American Re-Insurance Company 
(reinsurer for the LPT) is “A” rated by A. M. Best, and is an authorized 
reinsurer for workers compensation by the Florida Office of Insurance 
Regulation. 
 

F. Loss – Related Balance Sheet Items – The loss reserve analysis may 
have implications for other loss-related balance sheet items.  These other 
items may include contingent commissions, retrospective premium 
adjustments, policyholder dividends, premium deficiency reserves, 
minimum statutory reserves, deduction for unauthorized reinsurance, and 
income taxes.  We made no assessment, and do not express any opinion, 
concerning reserves for these other items, except as respects the 
indicated premium deficiency reserve for Sub-plan D. 
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G. Underlying Assumptions - In addition to the assumptions stated in the 
report, numerous other assumptions underlie the calculations and results 
presented herein. 
 

H. Study Foundations - The study conclusions were based on analysis of the 
available data and on the estimation of many contingent events.  Future 
costs were developed from the historical claim experience and covered 
exposure, with adjustments for anticipated changes. 
 

I. Significant Digits - Numbers in the exhibits are generally shown to more 
significant digits than their accuracy suggests.  This has been done to 
simplify review of the calculations. 
 

J. Assets - We have assumed that the reserves are supported by valid 
assets, which have appropriate maturities and sufficient liquidity to meet 
the cash flow requirements of the FWCJUA.  We make no guarantee that 
FWCJUA surplus will prove sufficient to pay its outstanding claims. 
 

L. Uncertainty - Due to the inherent uncertainties inherent in the estimation of 
future costs, it cannot be guaranteed that the estimates set forth in the 
report will not prove to be inadequate or excessive and actual costs may 
vary significantly from our estimates. 
 

M. Unanticipated Changes - Unanticipated changes in factors such as judicial 
decisions, legislation actions, claim consciousness, claim management, 
claim settlement practices, and economic conditions may significantly alter 
the conclusions. 
 

N. Best Estimate - These caveats and limitations notwithstanding, the 
conclusions, i.e. reserves at a mean, and at a 90% confidence level, and 
at other confidence levels represent our best estimate of the actuarial 
status and funding requirements of the program as of the date of this 
report. 
 

O. Lack of Data and New Situations – Only certain FWCJUA loss and LAE 
development data was available to us for use in this assignment.  
Therefore, we relied on some data aggregated by rating organizations and 
statistical agents as provided in the reports of the FWCJUA actuary.  We 
assumed that this experience is applicable to the FWCJUA. 




